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CHRISTMAS CARD SALE - Members of the Adult Activiti
es Class of the Coniprehensive Care Center are presen-
dy designing Christmas cards to be sold to benefit the Calloway County Association for Retarded 
Citizens. The car-
ds, 24 cards at $3.50 per box, will be on sale by the end of October.
Staff Photo By ICtebtile.BL Lee-_ •
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Mostly sunny and much coOk-r
today. Highs in the mid and upper
60s. Clear and very cool tonight.
Lows in the low 40s. Sunny and




Pantly don* and unseasonably
cool temperatures through the
period. , -




Where were you in 1961?
If you were a student at the old
Murray College High and Elementary
School, there an possibility that some
of your first art works may now be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery-at
Murray State University.
Arranged by Richard Jackson,
gallery director, tha currentaezhibit in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center draws,
on files of children's art from his
teaching days at the- Murray College
schools.
The bird drawings hanging in the
gallery were originally collected by
Jackson's student teachers who in-
structed classes at the first, second,
third and fourth grade levels.
Their students produced similar
drawings of -birds, which were used to
point-up the stages children go through
in their early art expression. Tbe rapid
growth in perceptual, conceptual and
motor control during those early years
cbuld then be graphically observed.
Among those budding young artists in
1961 whose early anwsterpitkes" are in
the show to run through Oct. 24 at MSU
are:
First grade - Margie Barnett, Billy
Halford, Vicky Vaught, Teresa Lathank
allnd Danny 'Erwin. Second grade -
_James Paul Perkins, Rex Satterwhite,
Jane Arent, Mary Ikvirea Neva Jean
--Ylark, Keith Ross, Jae Bill Fridy, Dan
Anderson, Greg Wright and Martha
Regan. Third grade -- Patty Washer,
Steve Carraway, an Steve Kemp.
Fourth grade --. Leslie Fprgerson,
Deborah Patton, Belinda Wright,
Bar.bara ' Jones, Jan Parker, John
Mahan, Judy Adams and Karen
(Wants. •
Eagle Gallery is open from 7:P Am.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday, Man
10 a.m, to 4 p.m. on Saturdays and-train
ljp.m.•tb 4 p.m. on Sundays. .
,1
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Combat Support Unit To Be Located Here
National Guard Unit
Announced For Murray
A cornbat-suport National Guard
Armory unit will be located in Murray
in the immediate future according to an
uncement made today by Mar.--
Gen. Billy G. Wellman, adjutant
general of the Kentucky National
Guard.
The new Murray unit, in the planning
stages for several months, will be a
part of Company C of the First Bat-
talion, 123rd Armor Division with
headquarters in Paducah. Company C
is presently located in Hickman, ac-
cording to Kentucky guard information
officer Gordon Nichols, and half of the
Hickman unit is being moved to
Murray.
Other units of the 123rd Armor
division are located throughout West
Kentucky, Nichols said.
In making the announcement,
Wellman explained that the guard had
encountered problems in maintaining
full strength at the Hickman unit and
that moving half the unit to Murray_
Seems to be the best solution at this
time.
The Murray unit will be staffed with
52 persons, five officers and 47 enlisted
personneL
--Nichols said that- a recruliniiMm-..
will arrive in ?Astray within ap-
proximately one week and will work
locally during the next few weeks in
getting the -local unit started.
The guard has rented a building to be
used as local armory headquarters.
The building in located on Sunbury
Circle off of S. 4th Street (Ky. 121).
The times the armory will be open
will be announced after the recruiting
team has arrived.
Also included in the announcement
was the naming of Capt. John Slater, a
supervisor at Tappan, as company
commander of the Murray unit, Nichols
said.
Nichols said that the present plan
calls for recruiting in Murray to be
_evaluated within a year.
''' "If the local unit is up to
strenght," Nichols said, "Gen.
Wellman will consider expanding the
unit."
Murray Police Investigating Rape Case Here
A Murray Police Department in-
;tst
igation continues today into the
eged rape early Thursday of a 20-
/year-old Murray State University coed.
The report marks at least three rape
or assault incidents city police have
investigated in the last two months.
A police spokesman said today the
latest incident allegedly occurred about
1 a.m. Thursdaa when the coed, from
Louisville, was abducted while walking
along U.S. 641 near the Bee Creek
Bridge.
Police said the woman reported ,a
man about six feet tall with black hair
and a slender build jumped- out the
brush along the roadway, grabbed her
from behind and forced her into the
underbrush along side the road.
Police said the woman told aherti she
was walking back to Hester Hall on the
Murray State campus from a party at a
fraternity located near U.S. 641.
The police spokesman said an officer
on duty during the early hours Thur-
sday morning saw the woman walking
along the roadway and at her request
escorted her back to the fraternity.
house. The spokesman said the woman-
didtermention the alleged assault to the
officer then.
According to the , police
spokesman,the woman later went to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
assistance and hospital personnel
alerted city police and Murray State
University campus security.
The police ,apolteiman said
descnptions of the alleged abductor in
the case police are investigating today
and a case in early September tend to
rule out the same individual respon-
sible for both.
Ori Sept. 7 a Murray State coed and
her female roommate, both living at a
West Main Street, residence, reported
they were,attacked by a white male. A
23-year-old coed was discovered beaten
outside the house while another woman
Unemployment Edges Upward;
Number Of Wgrking Women Up
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
wlemployment rate edgetraalreerr 5.9
percent to 6 percent in tember. but
the number of adult women with jobs
inereased sharply, We Labor Depart-
ment said today.
'The report indicated that the jobless
rate is stabilizing at the 6 percent level,
a big improvement from the 6.8 percent
rate ,a year earlier.
Most of the gain in unemployment
Last month was caused by persons new
to the labor force looking for work. The
. number of Americans with jobs ad-
vanced by 290,000 in September to 94.9
million, the department said.
"A substantial increase in the
number of adult women with jobs ac-
counted for the bulk of the increase,"
the department said.
"And, for the first time ever, more
than half of their population were
working or seeking work," it said.
The report showed that 37.95 million
women over age 20 either had jobs or
were lookieg for work out of a
population group of 75.87 million. -
The number of adult women holding
jobs rose from 35.2 million to 35.7
million, an increase of about 500,000.
The only group experiencing a_
decline in employment was teen-agers,
whose unemployment rate rose from
15.6 percent to 16,6 percent.
"An iniusually large number of
specially created summer jobs ended
coincident with the beginning of the
new school year," the report said.
In the past year, the Carter ad-
rranistration has tried to create new
jobs with its economic programs.
HoWever,, the administration is
become more worried about inflation as
rising wholesale food prices threaten a
new round of grocery price increases.
While inflation has rue -at a rate of
about 10 percent so far this year, the
unemployment situation has improved
The administration expects a 57
percent joblessness rate in the last
three months of 1978.
The Labor Department said its
September survey also showed:
• - Unemployment for adult men
-dropped from 4.1 percent to 4 percent.
• - The black unemployment rate
declined from 11.7 to 11.2 percent.
• - Unemployment for black teen-
agers rose from 32.4 to 34.6 percent.
- The number of discouraged
workers - those who want jobs but are
not actively seeking them - totaled
900,000 in the third quarter, about the
same as the second quarter.
- Average hourly earnings of
workers rose 0.5 percent in September.
Average hourly earnings rose 10 cents
to $5.80.
The figures are adjusted' to account
for seasonal variations.
Despite improvement in the unem-
ployment rate over the past year, the
department reported Thursday that
wholesale prices rose 0.9 percent in
September, threatening to make ip-
Bataan worse.
Libor leaders and some economists
a are worried that inflation may brine on
another recession and lead to layoffs.
Other Carter Vetos May Be Due
Following Public Works Success
By ROBERT PARRY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON. (AP) - President
Carter, victorious in his veto of a $10.2
billien public works bill, appears ready
to take on Congress again over other
legislation he considers inflatienary.
•• Carter is looking at possible vetoes of
a tuition tax credit bill ana a P0•9
billion transportation authorization tall,
both still pending in Congress, a White
House aide said Thursday.
The aide, who asked not to be iden-
tifieca said the, president might also
Veto the tax-cut bill if its final version
reduces the capital gains tax to a level
he finds unacceptable.
Carter won a stunning victory •
Thursday when the House upheld his
public works veto despite opposition
from the entire Democratic leadership
In the. Hoestand Senate: eiltrtera-hus -
now had two vetoes sustained, and four
others have gone unchallenged.
House Speaker P. O'Neal
and Moiety Leader Jim Wright evict
made impassiooed _appeals froja the
House floor, urging members to
override the veto and protect
congressional authority over ap-
propriations.
A majority of the House sided with
the leaders, but the 223490 vote fell, 5,1
votes short of theaawoLthirds margin
required to overturn a veto. -
After the vote, Carter described the
victory as "a long step in the battic
against inflation'; and praised Congress
"for its wise and responsible attion."
To. win, the White House waged a
fierce lobbying campaign that attacked
most of the water projects as "pork-
barrel," _budget-bustina and in-
--lietTonary.
Carter, his aides and members of his
Cabinet spent much of Wednesday and
the hours before the showdown Housc
- vote- Thursday -gbittittiiritilrneid
telephone and in person
The Carter forces also got an unex
pected boost from Howard Jarvis whim ,
the Californian associated with the tax
cutting Proposition 13 put a full-page ad
in The Washington Post endorsing the
president's position.
The administration received strong
support from younger members of
Congress and from the industrial
Northeast and Midwest, areas which
-had little to gain from the water
projects.
Representatives from the Northeast
and Midwest voted 117-71 to sustain the
veto, while congressmen from the
waterhungry West and South - regions
that would haye benefited heevily_faem
the bill - voted mete than 2-1 to
override.
Rep. Edward J. Markey, 1)-Mass.,
said the regional split was not a case of
opposing a -----fair share" of water
projects for the West and South but
rathei one of "blowing the witiat)e" on 
spending.
Another trend in the vote showed
most congressmen with three terms or
fewer voting to sustain the president's
veto.
1 — "-
said the alleged abductor tried to rape
her. Police said the coed found beaten
was choked and was unable to talk with
police for several days.
• According to the police spokesman,
the woman who reported the latest
incident was not beaten. .
The polace spokesman said
authorities have a composite drawing
of a man thought to be involved in the
early September incident.
According to reports, police ire
vestigated another incident that hap-
pened ore North 14th Street in mid-,
September.
When asked about the pnesibilir)' of a
permanent National Guard Armory
building being constructed in Murray,
Nichols said that could be considered in
the future.
The National Guard Bureau _in
Washington has put rigid guidelines on
building new armorys," Nichols aaid,
"obviously because guard strength
across the country is down."
Nichols said that consideration for an
armory building in Murray could come
if the unit maintains full strength and is
elevated to a full 100-person company.
The unit will receive several four-
wheel drive vehicles and trucks that
will be advantageous Co the community
during harsh winter or in floods',
Nichols pointed out.
Along with the announcement of the
Murray unit, the adjutant general put
about 30 units in the state - some in
West Kentucky - on official probation.
Nichols said official probation means
the units must be within 90 percent of
full strength within six months.
The official probation, Nichols added,
amounts to phase two-of the three phase
reorganization of the state Ratiosial
guard. Nichols said that Wellman will
recommend elimination of any units on
probation that do not make progress in
trying to recruit additional personnel
during the six month period.
Nichols said that at the time phase
one of the reorganizaton began, the
state guard was dower about 1,500 of its,
almost 6,500 authorized personnel. The
shortage of personnel has been cut from
1,500 to about 950 bringing the state
guard strength up to about 85 percent;
Nichols said.
Most of the problems in maintaining
guard strength are in the urban areas of
Lexington and Louisville, Nichols
added. "Most communities in West
Kentucky are aware of the problem and





The Murray-Calloway League of
Women Voters will provide non-
registered Calloway County residents
an opportunity to register to vote on
Saturday, Oct. 7.
League „members will be in front of
the Otasco store in Bel Air Shopping
Center on South 12th Street from 10
am. to 3 p.m.
a A person wishing to register will need
to know his or her Social Security
number in order to register.
Any citizen may vote who will be 18
years old by the General Election Nov.
7, has been a resident of Kentucky and
the precinct in which he offers to vote
for 30 days before the election; is
Properly registered.
Those who should register are voters
who have never been registered in
Calloway County. Notification should
be made if a voter has moved within the
county since he or she registered. -
Voters who need to register should do
so Saturday at the _ time and place
mentioned above or at the office of the
County Clerk on.the first floor of the
Calloway County Court House before
October 11.
Calloway County Clerk Marvin
Harris explained that registration
closes one month before an election so
that registration information from each
county can clear 'computers in Frank-
fort.
The computerized lists are sent-back
to the county so that each voter's name
can be checked on election day at the
polls in each precinct.
Bands Have Calendar Sale
The Murray hands have started their
-annual community birthday calendar
sale, according to a spokesman.
Students from the seventh-twelfth
grades will be canvassing the area to
renew listings for previous customers,
plus students will be attempting to add
more customers to the calendar list.
. The annual' calendar sale will con-
tinue until Monday, Oct. 9. "The bands
would appreciate your continued
support of its endeavors," the
spokesman said.
CIVITAN AWARD - Pete Morgan, center, a senior special education
• majoc at.lbtwesey State University, was the recipient Thursdaa night of g
Murr'ay Ciyitan club $100 scholarship check for the study of mental reap.-
dation. On hand to make the presentation was Larry Dunn, left, president _
oi-the Intel club, and Mrs. Morgan. fm- the achofarchip come fro-m
_—the.Ciyitan candy boxes thatkare placed in various businesses in Murray:
, "The chartge that people put in these candy bows helpa make change. in
the lives of mentally retanied people in this commenity," taptained Dunn.
local Civitans give two of the scholarships annually
• ..
•••-•*•-
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out wnat
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr. 20) Irdiva:‘
Your self-confidence is is
admirable, but don't give the
, impression of arrogance or
others will resent you. Keep
emotions under tight control
TAL'RUS
Apr 21 to May 21)
Don't tall everything you
know. Violating a confidence
could have serious reper-
cussions. Avoid those who
would try to pry and meddle.
GEMINI - aisti9P-a-w
May 22 to June 21 la
A good day for plotting the
week's progress. Be
especially astute in mapping
out budgetary requirements.
You may be faced with un-
foreseen expenses.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) e
Someone may be trying 'to
pull the wool over your eyes.
Insist on clearing up the
situation. When you ask
questions, see that you get
answers and not dou
LEO Pa -
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/6 
Expect some obstacles, but
regard them as constructive
challenges.. Your intution is
razor-sharp and you'll know
the right action for the right
Situation.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23,
Mixing business and
plaassireaboold pay off soon:
In fact, you .may ; meet an
important business contact at
a party.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23).f_krz,
EverOlung's coming up
roses. Romance, travel,
creative and cultural interests
are favored. Family matters
should take a turn for the
better.
SCORPIO is. -vat
Oct 24 to Nov. n) owner
Don't nick the Watt
anything or anyane_ticier.-___
You'll regret it. Study camas,
411




FOR SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 19/8
effects, people Use your
canniest judgment.
SAGITTARIUS :1440
k Nov. 23 tO' Dec, lit
Be discriminititig:
matter the situation, don't
judge on surface appearances
Only. First impressions of
strangers could be deceptive.
CAPRICORN
1Dec. 22 to Jan. ft) /4 1(11
Keep your imagination in
check while you develop its
potential for furthering your
career. Don't let random
thoughts lead you way out oi
bounds,
AQUAIUUS
(Jan: 21 to Feb. 19)
Your outlook's not entirely
Argurnea5 may
crop up where least expected.
Exercise restraint, putting
foward your good will and
cheery attitude to _iteoid,_
argument.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may be too im-
pressionable. Side-step
ticklish situallons which could
trap you and lead to trouble
later.
YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive, amiable, personable
andartistic in leanings. Your
love of beauty is outstanding,
as is your appreciation of
color and your keen sense of
symmetry and proportion.
You seem a natural for the art
field. Your gift for words,
which is truly natural, could_
bring you outstanding success
in literature. Traits to conquer
are tactlessness and
 iess. Birthdate of: June
Allysop, screen star; James
Whitcomb Riley, Amer. poet.
STRETCH BEANS
When you are caught with
just one cart of baked beans
and one can of red kidney
beans on the pantry shelf and
you • need more of each,
combine the two varieties. Stir
in some brownssger and
-seasonings and -bake un-
covered in a_ Moderate oven
_until hot.
REMEMBER US!
and Galen Miller Thurman III
Mr. arid Mrs. Kenneth Turner announee-the engagement-
' and appronCrnng marriagedf their-daughter, Terri Dawn„to
Galen Miller Thurman III, son of Mr. and Mrs. Galen Miller
Thurman, Jr.
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate ofshfurray High School
and is now a student at Murray State University majoring in
business administration.
Mr. Thurman is a graduate of Murray High School and
Murray State University. He is now executive director of the,
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens program.
A December wedding is planned.
.1-MAR ABBY: From the moment we announced our wed-
ding plans, my mother kept:harping, "DON'T openYour gifts
  at the reception-it's so boring to the guests!" - - — --;
• After four months of hearing this, we decided to go along
with her-just to keep her quiet.
We went on a brief honeymoon and returned to find that
mother had opened all our gifts! ,o _
She justified it by saying that many friends arid relatives
had stopped by wanting to see what we had received.
Naturally, we were furious. But to top it off, after I sent
Off all the handwritten "thank-you" notes, I heard from
several people who said, "Your 'thank yeti* was lovely, but it  
was not the gift we sent you7
Obviously, Mother got the cards all mixed up.
Do I have the right to feel angry arid cheated?
UNFORGIVING IN OHIO
Murray 'HighTrt-Alpha
with this- overdeveloped, aggressive little sexpot. You
Holds Fall initiation
junior and
senior girls of Murray High
School were recently initiated
all% candlelight pinning
ceremony into the Murray
High ill-Alpha, a YMCA-
sponsored service club.
New members are Kay
Adams, Linda Apperson, Lynn
Ileatty, Janna Bell, Tammy
Bennett, Karen Brandon,
Tracey Brown, Susan Crass,
Deena Dailey, Carol Dick,
Catherine Dick, Teresa Dick,
Marianne Duvalle, Denise
Dycus. Stacy Fulton, Gloria
Oarrastasu, Tarnbi Gray,
Rhysa Griffith, Nancy
Kiesow, Mary Leslie Lindsey,
- Mary Morris, Susan Nall„
Noffs.inger. Judy
Outland, Kim Owens, Robyn
Ray, Mary Ann Roberts, Kay
Russell, Julie Sams, Carol
Sears, Jennie Smith, Stacy
Smith, Sharon Whaley.
The club president, -Gene




assisting in the pinning were














At the conclusion, lemonade
punch and white and pink
party cakes were served by
the club Sponsor, Mrs. Mary
Ann Russell. -
The Murray, High Tri-Alpha
is open to all junior and senior
girls whoP maintain a
scholastic average of 83 or
more, who are interestedrin
DEAR UNFORGIVINGi You have. But please don't he
"unforgiving" forever. Mothers sometimes need to be
forgiven, too.
DEAR ABBY: Our 18-year-oldthonoit student son (I'll call
him Bud) has just informed us that he doesn't want to accept
the four-year scholarship offered him by a fine-Eastern
college. His reason is his 13-year-old girlfriend. He
doesn't want to leave her!
Bud was a bright anti sensibleboy until he started goiog
.Should see her, Abby. She could easily pass for 21.
The girl's parents don't seem to object, from the way they
let Bud stay at her house at all hours of the night. In fact,
 they appear to ericutu age thia retationship.
' My husband and I are worried 'sick. Our son's entire
future seems threatened. Should we talk to the girl's
parents? I don't think-they realize what's dangerous situa-
tion they could be pushing their daughter into.
CONCERNED IN IOWA CITY
DEAR CONCERNED: Don't expect the girl's parents to
assume the entire responsibility. At 18, your son should
know all the facts of life and a few about the law. IThe girl is
a minor. He is not.)
Bud may be academically bright, but he's socially im-
mature. I urge you and you,-husband to communicate your
love, understanding and concern to Bud. Yeti can't force him
ya.leave her, but you might rest more easily if you have an
open awl honest dialogue with him.
becoming involved in school 
DEAR ABBY: A friend says I'm crazy, but I want to know
and community services, and 
what you think.
who desire to maintain mar 
Five years ago, my husband and I - became very. close
friends with another couple I'll call Ed and Mary. Two years
extendChastian standards:- - liter I found out that Mary was having an affair with my
ustie-h +wive:ad-as-a .eseit our friendship 'broke up. The situe- - -
' Hetrrts grove Clis-b— tion was heartbreaking for all concerned.
. ' Mary has since begged my forgiveness for having let this
Mrs. Alfred Taylor,
president of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club, opened
her home for the September
meeting of the club with the
devotion being given by Mrs.
Carmen'D'Angelo.
"The Look of Fall" was the
lesson Presented by Mrs_
Eugene Nance,
Reports. were given by Mrs.
Andy Sakelson, treasurer,
Mrs. Frankie Adams,
secretary, and Mrs. Crawford --
Armstrong, review of lessons .
for the year.
Announcement was made of
the rummap sale by mern-
bers of the club, Mrs. Bill.
Wrather taught the lesson qn
caning of chairs at the
, Murray-Calloway County -
Park.,,
Refreshments were served
, by Mrs. Taylor to the twelve
members and one guest, Mrs.
Jean Cloar, county agent in
home economics.
The club will meet Wed-
nesday, Oct. 11,-at one p.m, at
the home of Mrs. Howard,
Wendt.
Graves Home Scene
The home of Mrs.' Timothy
Graves> was the scene of the
meeting of the New Concord --
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday; Sept. 13, at one
p.m. with 'Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, president,
presiding. .
Mrs. FA Davis, oultural arts
chairman,tgave the devotion
reading from... Ecc. I on
"Season and Time." Mrs.
Effie Edwards, • secretary,
gave her reports.
A survey on canned and
' Wizen fruit-s. and vegetables
was, taken by Mrs. Rainey
LoVins who also presented the
minor leszion on. "Habits
Changing and Choosing Right
Foods."
The major lesson on ''The
LOoiLof fall" Was pqsentetk
by R11S. Curtice Cook.
Thehostess was assisted by
Mrs. Coqk in serving refresh-
ments buffet style to. the
twelve-nternhefu,-------
. The next meeting
held on Wednesday, Oil. 11, at
on* p.m. at the home of Mrs.
































• happen. Our marriages are both stable now, and I believe I
can truly forgive her and my husband, too.
We've missed these friends, Abby, and all of as have
learned a lot free] that terrible mess.
DO you think we can rekume a healthy friendship once
again?
DEAR FORGIVE: .11, as you say, your marriages are
stable now, there is no reason why you can't resume your
friendship. Your maturity and generality are commendable.
God bless you.
Who said the teei years are the happiest? For 'Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to K DOW ," write
Abby: 1.32 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hine, Calif. 90212. Enclose
81 and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,
please.
Free For The Asking?
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE -
Pater Falk A
Held At Murray State
"F.H.A.--Hero Space
EncOunters" was the theme of
the fail meeting held , by
Region I of the Future
Homemakers of America at
Murray State University on
Wednesday, Sept. 20, from
nine a.in. to 12:30 p.m
Dana Mansfield of Murray
High School, Region I
yres040, .preadal 1014t3-1410.•
meeting. Ballard County was
us charge of the devotion.
Kentucky Second Vice-
President Laura Mills gave a
report on the national
meeting. Ddrothy Hardesty,
1977-78 state president, spoke




1978-79 year are: Miss Man-
sfield, president; Tonya
Walker, Reidland, irst vice-
president; Dian Jetton,
Syinsonia, sec 'd vice-
president; Terry Bettsfich,
Fulton, Yeefeta ; Dawn
Clapp, Wingo,curer;
Lesli Johnsoa„
historian; Rita Sat white,
Fsgrgiitgilueftc,
tarian; • Tina s,
reporter; Sandra Thomas,
• CarliAle County, song leader;
Karon Walker, Calloway
County, recreational leader.
Try to store those pickles
and preserves you have made
in a place that is cool - below
70 degrees.
'arc picrisvdi lo ,Its.
ttontetve Mitt •11% ()us.
,sooff. Illi• left lief
/Agit/ 'twin
Mir cmnplete brgiIigl regittn.
Cts% tttii Ibtrli will be
shorn I'll • December I 0.
,1•97n.
Your senior year
lasts you the rest
of your life.
You LAUGHED!: ..at those wild
8 crazy High School days in
"AMERICAN
GRAFFITI"
You HOWLED! ... at the Raw,




. . when the
"SENIORS"
do it AU. better! r
LATE SNOW LINE-UP
beititrirEtat. 11:40 lt br Over Only
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
elawl-Frl. Sat
"ROUT IIMOR PICTVM SAW
- -
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"'May, October 6
Second production,
__"Medea," will be presented by
Murray  State 
-Theatre` at 'eight p.m.
Admiasion is $3.00 or by
season ticket.
Saturday. October 7
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p:tn.
Four-team Tennis --Ilfeet
--hosted by NISU Lady Racers
at Murray-Slate
courts on Chestnut Street.,
' _Watkids Cup Regatta,
sponsored by Kentucky Lake Erathett Cemetery annual
Sailing Club, will be at homecoming will be held with
Kenlake State Resort,Park. a basket dinner at noon.„.If
---iinahle to attend, donations for
Saturday, October 7
Annual Speech and Hearing
Arts and Crafts Fair will be
front -etgitt-*: part;
and auction sale with Terry.
Shoemaker as auctioneer will
start at three p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. This is





.Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
East Calloway PTC, will
 taue • at tIW-=---Aason
Purchase Gan Club
headquarters inn Kentucky
Highway 121 near Coldwater
at one p.m.
_
Turkey ShOol, sponsored bY
East Cattoway FTC, will start
at eight a.m. at the Jaekaon
Purchase Gun .
headqearters on Kentuelty121
. near Coldwater. -
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include h&c
day at" Fort Henry Hiking
Trail' with registration bet-
ween seven and 10:30 a.m.; In
_Touch, 45 minutes walk, at
Center Station at 3:30 p.m.; Hi-Y Club of Murray High
The Way Of the Fox program School will have a car wash as
at Center Station at 7:30 p.m.; a fund raising project at the
Deer and Turkey Bow Season North Side Car Wash, 8th and
opens and continues through Arcadia Streets near the City.
Nov. 12; The Homeplace-1850 County Park, from eight to
fall opening with hours from eleven a.m. Call 753-4327 for
nine a.m. to five pan. _ pick up and delivery.
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society 21st annual
tour_to Fort Massac, Ill„" and
New Harmony, Ind., wilfleave
the Murray bus station at 6:55
a.m.
uplceep may be sent to Robert
*Imilrorclikaite T4iree ay.
Drama, "Medea," will be
presented for the third night at
the Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m.
Admission is $3.00 or by
season ticket.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
F, & A.-M., will meet at seven





1 Murray', Kentucky 4201is pleased to announce that :its business
1
 telephone will now be answered on a 24
hour basis. Dr. Bryon' Thacker. has in-
stituted this _service fft order-to 5-etter


















Chigch will hold its annual
homecoming.
Watkins Cup- . Regatta,
sponsored by Kentucky Lake
Sailing Club„ will continue at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
Ai.ea mission study will be
held at Kirksey, United




its new shelter on East
Sytaniore Extended from two
to five p.m.
Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles
will behonored at a reception
in celebration of 50th wedding
anniversary at Murray
Woman's Club House from
three to five p.m. with their
daughter, Shirley Joyce
Humphreys as hostess:- The




will present a puppet show at
Nn-alr-Pleirsant Grove Church
TA-SeVen p.m. following youth
meeting and supper at five
p.m.
Marie TaYlor will present o
harliai_e_h_larcLiect...1Wexecital at
"His House" campus
ministry, 1508 Chestnut Street,
at eight p.m. This will be
sponsored by Murray
Christian-Fellowship and is




program will highlight ac-
tivities at The Homeplace-1850
in Land Between the-Lakes.
Homeplace is open from nine
a.m. to five p.m.
Sunday, October 8 -
Gospel singing featuring
The Finchers Quartet Item
Halls, Tenn., will be at Goshen
United Methodist Church at
Stella at 6:30 p.m. Other local
talent will also be featta-ecl.
Women of the First
Presbyterian Church will
have a business meeting and
bazaar workshop at seven
p.m.
-4̀  Monday, Ottober 9
Need Line Hga.rd of
Directors will meet at the
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray, at 7:15 p.m.
For information call 759-1792
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, Murray, at
7:30 p.m. '
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the dab house at 7:30
p.m. with Dr. Chad Stewart to
..gEivx,ciseeer the, 'program on, 
Murray State Shield
Photographer will be at
Wilson Hall, first floor,' from
8:30 a.m. to noon and one to
'four p.m:, weekdays, through
Oct. 20.
Today is last day to make
reservations ter the dinner,
theatre, "A Thurber Car-
nival," at Holiday Inn for
Thursday, Oct. 12. Call 759-
/752. —
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Sarah
Horner at 7:30 p.m.
United Methodist District
ministers will meet at social
hall of First United Methodist
'Church, Murray, at ten a.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Chart+ Wanien will meet in
the senior youth room at seven
Pm.
.Calloway County Band
Boosters Club is scheduled to
meet at seven p.m. at the high
school band room.
Russell's Chapel Unilad
Methodist Church Women will






and Mrs. B. C. Grogan and
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Shekel!,
have returned home after a
three weeks' id" in the-
Grogans' motor home.
The couples visited points of
interest in Richmond and
Williamsburg,. Va.,,
Washington, D. C., Con-
necticut, Vermont, Bost_,r _
Mass., Maine, New _York
State,- Ohio, Kentucky, and
Tennessee. They also traveled,
to New Brunswick, Canada.'
Many other scenic and
historical poilks of interest
were included in their
itinerary.
Pairings For
Pairings for the advanced
Group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
Monday, Oct, 9, at nine a.m.
have been released as follows:
Court One-Penny Cappock,
Lynn Stout, Agnes Payne, and
Carolyn Bradshaw.
Court Two-Lochie Landolt,
Kay Bay, Janna Hughes, and
Kathy Burchfield.
Substitutes who may be




Church held as September
meeting at the home of Lois
Sparks with Helen lianchek
assisting.
Guest speaker was the Rev.
Dr, David Roos, minister of
the First Christian Church,
Murray, who spoke on the
history of the Christian
Church. Dr. Root brotight
pictures of the early buildings
and other old items and
commented on their 120years
of continued existence. Dr.
Rees Said-the-present building
was ere tsdin 1904. •
Members were invited to
individually talk about their
own church history and
membership. It was revealed
that at least seven
denominations were present
antritiat---Etherwancer had
been a member of Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
Church for sixty years. .
Martha Crass presided and
opened the .meeting with
prayer. Edith McKinzie led
the devotion on "B6uty•
Everywhere" taken from the
work by Ray J. Wilkins.
During the business meeting
raffle tickets were issued to
the membership to be sold for
two quilts to be given away at
the drawing of. the December
meeting. Both quilts are
handmade by Ethel Walker,
Susan Adams, Lora Wilkin-
son, and Elvie Carson,
members., This is open to the
public and proceeds will be
, used to improve the chapel.
Announcement was made
that the October meeting
would be at the Crass home
and would also be a potluck
with assisting hostessesheing
Roxie Jones and Gaynelle
Williams. Mrs. J. I. Hosick is
the scheduled guest speaker.
Refreshments were served
by Lois Sparks arid Helen
Honchek to Dr. Roos, Ethel
NON-FICTION
, LONDON ( AP ) — The
quiet" notices of the St.
Pancras library here were
ignored when a student driver
crashed through the wall of
the fiction department.
Walker, Toni Hopson, Carrie
Hicks, Lucy Alderdice, Ltivifie
roTiOr, Polly Lartaw Dorothy"
Sobieski, Ginny
Creeks - Noonan, Edith
McKeinzie, Martha Crass,




( AP( — Breakfast cost' the
owner of the luxury yacht
Leadastray a sizeable sum
recently".
The 50-foot vessel was foul)
Miles out from Hartlepool
wbeait was struck by a mime
and seawater surged into the
galley, splashed into the
frying pan and started a fire.
- A'hfeboat reached the scene
just as the $80,000 yacht sank.
•
Captain D's
The Public Is Invited To Our New Facilities On East Sycamore
Extended From 2 P.M.Till 5 P.M. Sunday, October 8th
Message From
The President
Sunday, October 8th will be the
Open House of The Humane
Society's new facilities. Come
• visit us on Sycamore Extended •
and tour the shelter. Refresh-
ments will be served and
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What saddens us most about
.,the death of Edgar Bergen is
..f not just that the world has lost a
N truly great comedian . but that
the voices of two other BD-
:forgettable characters —
- ' wisecracking Charli.e Mc-
Carthy and amiable bumpkin
Mortimer Snerd-7will also be
7stAled forever_ . .
- a • : -Bergen had been
;senai.7.ritired for a number of
I-years and-had announced his
complete retirement from 56
.--years of stiow -business. just 10
days before his death at the age
• of 75, he and. Charlie and Mor-
timer were still packing them
,---in at their current engagement
f in Las Vegas. They were to
have made their . farewell ap-
pearance at Cincinnati's
alace Theater the week of
• -December 5.
It is a tribute .-tO Bergen's
comedic genius that he and his
wooden-headed -friends first
--Sunday School ---
became household names back
in the. Golden Days of radio
When iindienres,--- of eourse,
couldn't see the dummies
"talk" (or Bergen 1 lips move,
as the ventriloquist was often
kidded about). - -
Perpetually monocled and
top-hatted Charlie .-McCarthy -
will-now be ensconced in -the
-Smithsonian -and----a- younger 
generation will have to rely on
old-retords and a few movies to
understand how one man _and
two dummies could become a
national institution.
"It's remarkable," Bergen:
once said, referring to Charlie,
that this Rarved-Pieee of -wood
should be ,so important.. .It's
ridiculous, even, that my ap-
pearing any place without
_Charlie is a complete failure."
But to see Charlie McCarthy
without Edgar Bergen at his
side, how strarige'and sad that-
is going to be.
Bawl as copy rightird outlines produced h% the r WTI atee
Lesson the Unlearn Series and Lewd by permission •
Reverence For God
-- Jobs 4:tA
Christ taught the Samaritan woman
that true .worship is not confined to a
particular place, but that it must be
spiritual and must be done in an un-
derstanding manner. Worship is a
ProPerY recognition of the worth of
- God, an adoration Of His person and a
veneration of His name. True worship
- -of God is a very impudent -factor in the
spiritual development and fruitfulness
of God's children. It elevates character
,,..and improves conduct. Inasmuch as
"God is a Spirit," -the only worship
which can possibly be acceptable and
. :honoring to Him is that which is offered
• in spirit and in truth by His children.
Matthew 6:24
Christ made it clear that two
masters. whose -interests are entirely
sintompatible, cannot be served by the:
same person at any given time: TO
attempt to serve two masters-is a futile
effort. Our Lord said, ''Ye cannot serve
God and martinon."- The Meaning of
"mammon" may be a little obscure,
but it seem.s'to be the god of riches.
What a pity that it became necessary
for Christ to speak to Christians about
their yielding to the temptation to make
riches their god! What an insult to God
to claim allegiance to Him and then to
?lace a personal trust, love, and delight
in riches! What a revelation when
money gets scarce and the first place
that a church member economizes is in
deity. When Satan tempted Him Christ
did not enter an argument with him, but
refused to yield and quoted the Word of
God to him. Unable to stand before the
incisive power of God's Word, Satan
fled and left Christ alone for a season.
, 'Matthew 5:33-37
When —Christ was here in the flesh
many were accustomed to lying, just as
is the case today. There grew up the
unnecessary and sinful habit of trying .
to make others believe their falsehoods
by using oaths. It was though that when
a person made an oath that he would_
certainly tell the truth, which was far
from correct': —
Knowing that 'swearing under oath
does not increase the truthfulness of
one's words, and that making an oath
will never change the value of one's
testimony, Christ " uttered His
prohibition against all vain and useless
swearing. A person who is honest and
truthful need not resort to the use of an
oath. Using God's name may impress







HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East DaytonStreet, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you insist
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
Business Mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Who are the,
irmancird "experts" who so freely give
of their advice? .
One is the financia' counselor who
tells readers this month in a national
publication to exchange their Series E
Savings Bonds for Series H, in order to
obtain 7.5 percent interest instead of 6.
Series H bonds pay 6 percent, not 7.5.
_It's been that way for years.
Another is the stock market analyst
who offers on the telephone an erudite
explanation of why the price of gold has
Clash On Campus
his support of the Lord's work! True By RONNELGEVEDEN
and devoted servants of the Lord give College students are adults-, subject
Him the preeminence in allkiattaq-aad.----tathe laws and penalties of our land. As
"'rightly so. such, they have the responsibility. to
Exodus 29:3-7 conduct themselves in a mature
Because the human heart will war- manner. It is imperative that college
ship sorneone or something, God students be ,treated as adults
requires the worship-of each of us, and throughout their educational careers, if
refuses to tolerate our worship of arey they are to be prepared for the "real
other. The Second Commandment world" after graduation.
prohibits the use of idols or images in One of the first controversial issues of
connection with the worship of God. the fall semester has been co-ed
Since God is Spirit, there is nothing in housing. The many male students who
heaven or on earth to which He may be arrived late found a shortage of rooms
likened. To attempt to represent the in the men's dormitories. As a partial
living God by that which is without life solution to this problem, the housing
and made by man is useless, sinful, and department decided to use Woods Hall
truly a debasement of diety, for which as a co-ed facility until other means
there cannot be any justification. The could be found. Eventually all of the
worship of images is expressly for- male students were transferred from
bidden in the Scriptures because God is Woods Hall ./into the various neen's
jealous. While God visits the penalty of - dormitories as openings developed,
bad fathers upon the children of the This situation raised the question in
.third and fourth generation of therm that many student's minds as to why there
hate Him, He also visits the reward of are no co-ed dormitories on the ,MSU
god fathers upon their children) campus.
In verse seven God requires A co-ed dormitory can be defined as a
reverence for His name, and forbid.; its part of our educational systenein which
use flippantly, irreverently, falsely, students of both sexes are housed under
insincerely, deceitfully, or profanely, - a common roof. However, varying ,
The Hebrew-word, which is transalted degrees of co-ed dormitories are in
"in vain," means -falsely, emptily, existence. A dormitory for both sexes
frivolously, and profanely. People take can mean that a man and woman share
God's name in vain when they speak the same room or adjoinieg rooms,
Irreverently of it, when they -use it in • other situations have men and women
idle discourse, when they hypocritically living on alternating floors, and still
honor God with their lips while their others exist where the sexes share only
hearts are far from Him, and when they a common lobby for studying and
use His name in swearing. Many think
profanity is &trivial matter, but God At present there are no co-ed dot-
considers it a grievous sin. It is an mitories at M.Sil simply because
evidence of the lack 'of both intelligence university policy refuses to treat the
and Christianity. student as an adulrOthers may claim
Lake 4:5 that male-female dormitories are
When Satan tempted 'Christ Jesus to prohibited for still different tenons
corriptfliltfrfilk ItHil rather than erik- Bach as secu'rtty or prieacy, but these
form to God's will, our Lord defeated are not inherent reasons. They are only
the. tempter on the _ground of His technical obstacles which could -,be
iumsrihy ana7riiii-on the basis at Ali—
Inherent to its location, MSU policy
reflects the, very narrow moral at-
titudes of the Jackson Purchase area. It
is this attitude, the fear of temptation,
that is childish. Co-ed dorms or not;
where there is a will there is a way.
Co-ed housing could procure many
advantages for the university. Among
these are: an increased number of
upperclassmen living on campus and
this in turn would-lead to a stronger
university.
• This is not to say that every residence
hall should house both men and women,
The intent of this opinion is to declare
that the decision to live in a dorm for
only one sex or to live in a residence
hall for both sexes should be made by
the individual adult student.
Bible Thought
bi it lawful 1. heal on the Sabbath
day? -- Luke 144.
- Not even on the Sabbath should the
concern we have for cattle be withheld
from the children of God.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters tq the editerare welcomed
and encourailed All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must he
• ioctuded for verification. The phone
number will hot be pub14shed.
-Letters should be typewritten and,
--double-etiiiced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
,.earitterise or rejet„ any letter and
limit frequent tvriters.•
.--Address correspondence" to:




about, buying a Medicare supplement
health insurance policy. In all the
policies I have seen there have been
exclusions. Can you tell me about this?
— M. P.
,An exclusion in this sense means
'some type of medical condition or cause
which will not be covered by the in-
surance policy.
There is no health insurance policy in
---be-printed in this column. • — --elfstence which does not contain some
coverage exclusions. A truly "all risk"
policy would cost tiro much for the
average person and, in fact, would not
tered. siac.e.1.1xere are, certain 
be regarded as being in the public in-
types_0jster, Miss . Doak& Parker of _
losses which cannot and possibly should lBradenton, Fla.
not be covered.
elusions than others. The kind of 
30 Years Ago
Some policies contain more ex-
coverage being afforded is in itself a
factor.
Exclusions commonly found in
"various polieles include:
1. Losses resulting from war or
--militaey- services.
2. Suicide, attempted suicide, or
intentionally self-inflicted injuries.
3. Losses which are payable undee
workmen's compensation.
1. Service or treatment provided by
any hospital owned or operated by
government agency. -
5. Alcoholism and addiction.
6. Extended care facilities and.
nursing homes.
7. Psychiatric treatment.
For people who are needing to pur-
chase health insurance, Headline has
written a book to assist you in pur-
chasing your policy. This book explains
things you should know about health
insurance before you purchase it. To
order this book send $1.75 to Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance. P. 0. Box
11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am presently 68
years old and I am still working full
time and earning good moneys I am
thinking about working a few more
years, but Lam net really sure yet. I
know a person can earn as much as he
wants and still draw full Social Security
after he reaches age 62. Does the new
Social Security law have anything
concerning this? — K D.
Yes, the new Social Security law did
have a change in the' age at which no
earning requirements applies. It will
reduce the age at which the retirement
test no longer applies from 72 to 70.
However, this law will not gb into effect
until January 1, 1982.
HEA-RTLINE: My husband had
worked in the railroad • industry. He
died about one month ago. Can you. tell
me what the requirements are to
.receive &Railroad Retirement Widow's
Annuity? — A. D.
Benefits to the surivor's of railroad
employees are based on the- deceased
employee's combined railroad
retirement and Social Security credits
and paid by either the Railroad
Retirement Board of the Social
Security AdMinistretion, but not both,
- Survivor benefits paid by the Railroad
Retirement Board are generally 30
----percent greater than the amount that
-would be payable under . Social
SeAcuriwtiayo.
yt; or widower is insured for
survivor benefits-from the Board if the
employee had ib or more years of
railroad servicerand - a "current con-
nection" with the railroad industry.
Generally, the current connection_
requi rement is met if the employee had
12 maths of railtoad service in the 2'4
wofli)hg years before retirement, or
deatli if earlier
If rthese requirements are not met,
. the 'employee's railroad retirement
credits are transferred to the Social
Security, Administration and any
survivor benefits-awe are paid by that
agency.
A widow or widower can quality for
benefits at age 80 or at ages 50-59 if
, are caring for a minor child.
 .HEARTLINE: haVe just turned 65
and started drawing Social Security
and being covered by Medicare. I am
fairly well off financially but I don't
have a lot of money to waste. I have had
different insurance men come to see me
By JOHN CUNN1FF
AP Business Analyst
has misread the ticker. The price had
barely moved.
The expert is also the advisory firm
fiat tells subscribers that if both
husband and wife-are eligible for SoCial
Security, benefits they will receive
whichever is largest, the husband's or
the wife's.
In fact, the benefits could be the total
of the two.
The expert is the stock advisory
service that forgets its poor selections
hit reminds you of the one in 10 that
came out ahead, and even chides you
for not having had faith enough to buy
the stock.
And then insults you by attaching a
cautionary warning to his report, ad-
vising that past results should not be
taken as an indication of future profits.
The expert is the mutual fund that
plugs its superiority 7- "Let us show
you how our professional management
and skilled research might enhance
your estate" — and then produces a 10-
year, no-gain record.
It is the popular economic analyst
with the penchant for beginning his
current reports with the words, "As I
told you six months ago," knowing that
few people will look through the record.
The expert is his cousin (figuratively
speaking) *ho tosses names as easily
as he gives advice, knowing that the
important personalities he ex-
propriates for his own uses aren't likely
to squeel on him.
Are there really any experts at all?
An educator, Nicholas M. Butler,
once iaid•experts know more arid more
about less and less. But, weaving
cosmic theories,- financial experts
sometimes claim to know more and
more about more and more.
In personal finance there are
authorities. But "expert" may have
acquired a speCial meaning, at least to
the many innocents who believe -such
people are endowed with superior in-
tellectual powers.
Therdrare responsible advisers,
many of them, but peddlers too, and
they aren't any more likely to offer
guarantees than the automobile
mechanic is. All the -descriptions
referred to involve real people.
Perhaps the problem with personal
• finance experts is that so many people
listen to them. Such believers relieve
tbemsetves of personal "resPonsibillty-
and assign to others the job of thinking
for them.
But, in spite of promises to look after
your financial affairs with the same
wisdom and dedication they apply to
their own finances; no surrogate is
likely tb du so.
In the end, each tndlvldua,l is
probably more informed and *pore
sible to himself or herself than another




Fiye members of the Ledger & Times
staff attended a special workihop and
seminar at Columbia, Tenn. They w
 JAMBI C jIliamc  Sams  War • .•
R. J. McDougal, Mike Holton, and
Charles Tubbs.
gg,aths...zepurteli include Luther
,Smith, Mrs. Cliford (Elan) White,
Catalina Catalan, John Tyler, Teddy
Allen Burkeen, age 12, Mrs. Dole Nance
Heppner, age 93, Charlie B. Henry, age
91, Mrs. Pearl Byers Brown, Carl
Eldridge and Clifton Eldridge, the
latter two killed in a car accident this
morning near Louisville, Ill.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat Morehead in
football by the score of 28 to 21.
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Rhea will be
honored on Oct. 13 with a reception in
celebration of their golden wedding
anniversary at the Goshen Methodist
Mrs. Lois Newport direcbed the
program at the official charter_meding
on Oct- 1 of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of, Hazel United
Methodist Church.
20-Yeats -A gi)
New officials of the Murray Baseball
Association are M. C. Ellis, Carney
Andrus, Allen Rose, Lester Nanny, tlub
Dunn, Thomas Hogancamp, Randall
- Patterson, Red Howe., Red Hale, Hoyt
Roberts, Lloyd Jones, Robert Williams,
add Lubie Veal. Over 300 boys par-
ticipated in the program this year.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Will '
Wrather, Rob (Bab) Parker, age 85,
Mrs. Robert Owen, age 63, and Manuel
Walker, age 84.
Marjorie Strroat Huie, assistant.*
cashier of the Bank of Mnir' ay, is at-
tending the 36th annual convention of
the National Association als Bank
-Women at Atlanta, Ga.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds lost to the Eastern Maroons in
football _tty the score* of 14 to 6 at
Easte/e. N— - - - -
Mr. and Mrs. James Parker and
children, David and 'Beverly, have
returned home after a visit with his
New Concord High School was
awarded first place in the window
display for Fire Prevention Week here.
Second place went to Murray High
School and third place to Hazel High •
School.
  Pt c. Bobby Rumfelt,  now
Bergstom Field, Texas. will leave".
for a tour of duty.'in Germany'. -
Paper carriers for the Ledger & •
Times are being feted this week with a
daily, program of activities during
National Newspaper Week.
J. H. Walston has been appointed
field representative of the Ryan Milk
Company to replace Ray Treon. Sr.,
who resigned Oct. 1.
Mrs. Alice Manning was honored on
her 89th birthday at her home on Oct. 3.
Five generations were present.
. Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Big City" starring Margaret O'Brien,
Robert Preston, and Danny Thomas. •




lam currently engaged in research a
book on "Kentucky Blacks, 1865-1900."
The bOok will attempt to trace the
development of Kentucky blacks by
emphasizing, as much as possible, the
life and activities of black people.
Chapters will-include such topics as
the transition from slavery to freedom,
patterns of economic development,
education, religion, society and the
black community, civil and political
rights, and raeial conflict and violence.
One of my biggest research problems
is finding letters, family records, and
memoirs written by blacks who lived
during the period 1865-1900. It is my
hope that some of your subscribers who
poesess manuscript records written by
blacks will allow me to make use of
those materials in my book.
They should write me, at their
earliest convenience, to let me know
what materials are available, no
matter how emall the arnount, so that I
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Choose handsome mac toes in classic oxford or step•
in styles. Step74n styles hove distinctiVe efelefifing on '—
vamps easy on,off gores Size 7-1 I.
Values to 10.99
uppers with genuine leather trim; padded —
tar and longue Tricot horng with-lull cushion-
arch and innersole. Molded non slip vuicaniz-
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Mint-Havored Di-Gei tablets relieves acid in-
digestion and gas
Great bargain on these
25" to 3 71/4" WIlife win-
dow shades.
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Not ...141/04 iontar SAhith C•fol.na *total.
Complete with pomp. 5Mot
Mph**. 7-toot hose, 5-toot
now.. sprayer arid weight





SM contains I ty-qt casserof•
dish with COWIN 5 set 
loafp at• M4ishw,00d - ...—
spoons and 4-6 oz dessert/
custard dishes with plastic
lids Model 55400/725 Rebate
troth Anchor Hocking Sae
details in 510,0
Set contains 1- end 11/2-qt covered
sauca pans and two -21h cup petite
pans with plastic and , glass lids.










B. WARING CAN OPENER
Model 03•32'
C. EASTERN MINI FRYER
Model POF77
D. EASTERN DOUBLE HAMBURGER
MAKER Model HM2 ........
---f. PROCTOR 2-SLICE TOASTER.,
Model 7206
F. SUNBEAM 5-0UART AUTOMATIC
SLOW COOKER Model 25-23
G. DOMINION CORN POPPER
Model 1720
H PROCTOR STEAM/DRY IRON :•••,,
Model 2051
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Win No.2 Against-Pacers.
The Murray High freshman
football squad evened its
season record at North
Marshall Thursday, while the
Calloway County frosh started
their scoring a bit too late in a






way of The Manly Loire &
Times by S:30 p.m. Meador
friday or by 3:30 vas. oa Sear-
dW_IT W." 1.31.4-!1511
Wane 5:30 pas. wwl 6
lbasiory-friary. ir 3:36 p.a.
aid 4 Saturdays. to Imre
dervery of tbe oraspaper .
mit be placed by 6
vilmikdayr or 4 p.a. behrdays
to oiaraateo delivery.
Murray 30, North Marshall 8
CALVERT CITY — The
Tigers roelk*to a 30-0 first-
half lead' ansl were never
headed in racing to their
,second victory in four games.
Todd Rutherford scored
'three touchdowns, including
one on the fourth play of the
game, and David Schmaltz
added another. Rutherford
was successful in running for
all three two-point conversion
attempts.
Another Murray score —
this one on a 65-yard run by
Ken Murphy. — was called
back because of a clippinio
;penalty against Use 'Tigers.
We played with much more
intensity than in any of our,
• previous games,- said
Murray High Coach Mark
Brady. ,."We went without a
huddle on our first series, and
it paid off. We wanted to take
it right to them early and we
WALLY OFINTIHNALD
w )/1411 • NING WATER,:
Users report fuel savings
of 50 to 75-per cent!
canada: "Our fUei bill hal berry rut at
in half Tennessee. "My Ashley gives more
heat; far less fuelwith heated ruoms every
morning.- Massactouset tv "My tu'iling tnit p.
now nil." Camiria "We air now 'emu less
Milli one-third <4 the wood wi• I NP fort..
Enloy dependable. automatic heat from ines
pensive. readily available fire ,t (any kind
Install an Ashley and save!
The Deluxe Ashley Imperial, Model COO
We can save you money on a new *ley
Heater! We have been asked not to ad-
vertise price outside our own county. We
are a discouht store and we discount
Ashley Heaters!
Nay. 79 West























































Murray travels to Mayfield
Thursday.
Benton 23, Calloway 6
Brad Miller intercepted a
Benton pass with two minutes
left in the game, and Tommy
Workman followed with a 45-
yard touchdown run to give
the Lakers their only score.
"Those plays were definitely
the best on both offense and
defense the entire night," said
Calloway Coach Billy Nix.
"We just waited until it was
too late to start doing
_something."
_ The1,keriJad a chance to
gO ahead early when a Benton
By TON9i WILSON -
Sports Edtlar
AM0-0013f--
term to describe the play of
the University el Tennessee at
Martin against Ohio Valley
Conference teams last season.
-UTM, runnerup in the Gulf
South Conference behind
Jacksonville • w1th an 8-3
record last season, played
four OVC squads and 'soundly'
thumped each.
One of those losses was dealt
to Murray State, and the
Racers will attempt to break a
two-game losing itreak
Saturday in a 7:30 p.m. -con-
test at Roy Stewart Stadium.
,-.Martin opened its '77 season
by thumping Austin Peay, last
- year's league champions, 23-
10. It followed with a 27-0
mauling of Middle Tennessee.
Two games later, the
—Pacers laced Murray 30-21-In--
Pacer Stadium. In its next-to-
 last game of the year, Martin_
bombed Morehead 49-7. That
gave the Pacers a 129-39 ad-
vantage in points scored
against the OVC.
ball-carrier fumbled lliside his
20 in the openingminutes.
But penalties and a slow
offense pushed Calloway back
near midfield, where it lost the
ball on downs.
"We didn't have a lot of
desire, not as much as Ben-





But UM has.had little luck
thus far in matching its '77
success. The Pacers did win
one of its two season-opening
games against an OVC op-
ponent. After Austin Peay
subdued Martin 21-14 on a last-
second touchdown, the Pacers
stung Middle Tennessee 28-17.
But they have lost their lass
two games — both conference
contests — to Jacksonville(44-
15)and Mississippi College -
(21-7
So what do those results tell
Murray State Coach' Mike
Gottfried?
"I know they will be very
physical," said Gottfried.
"And that's the kind of game I
_ expect — a really tough
battle."
- "The Racers are bogged in a
two-game losing skein of their
own, falling to Tennessee Tech
24-14 two weeks ago and to
Wrigley Field in Chicago is
the oldest National League
stadium, having thrown open- -
its doors in 1916.
Morehead 49-32 last week. Will
this week be another barn-
turner like the Morehead
game?
"I think our idefense will
play-well this week," Gott-
fried said. 'They had a good
week of practice, and they
have really worked hard."
. Should the Racer offense
_produce the same efforts that
it did against Morehead, the
Pacers could be in for a long
night.
Tailback Danny Lee
because I think the defense
will do its job."
Martin owns- a -two-game
winning streak against the
Racers. It whipped Murray 24-
0 in 1976 before its victory last
season, but the Racers still
lead the series 8-6-1.
The Pacers leading ground-





only 16 of 46 passes ar 1
yards.
Doug Shelton, who had
surgery this week, should
back for the Racers in as litt
as three weeks. Off east
• . tackle Mitch Nelson will
the game due W an injury.
Laker-Pacer Statistics
Johnson, who remained the •
OVC's leading rusher with a
114-yard effort against the
Eagles, is apparently healthy
after suffering a bruised
elbow against Tech. -
Mike Dickens completed
seven of 15 passes for 187
- yards-. He-has-passed ftrrfour
touchdowns — two to tight end
David Thomas — this season.
Wide receiver Greg King











Morehead, including one for a 
69-yard deflected-pass touch-
down. Dickens lofted a 'pass
intended for Johnson, but it
bounced off his hands and into
those of King.
The Murray defense was
stung for 425 yards total of-
fense by Morehead, including
an 11 of 16 passing per-
formance for 120 Yards by
quarterback' Phil Simms that
earned him OVC offensive
player of the week honors.
But Gottfried remains
steadfast in -his confidence
with the defense. "If we can
get the same kind of offense
that we've had earlier this
year, I think lie, -will., win,
SIMMS Honored
NASHVILLE, TettrIAPT—
Completing 11 of 16 passes for
120 yardst :and-three - touch-
downs, Morehead State
quarterback Phil Simms has








Westview in a 7.30- p.m.
contest tonight at Roy-
Stewart Stadium.































'Cjuick and cunning acceleration - 0 to
50 in 8,1 seconds.
.So .c.pme in today and track down this




Now At Dunn's Furniture Warehouse!
"A superior water-mattress...looks like and is _used
exactly conventional mattress and box spring
A real
money-saver
Jesigned and constructed to the specific sizes
If conventional mattress and box springs. all,
3t your exishrig linens win tit Plus, leu can use
sour present bed frame (if its a heavy duty one)
ind of course the same headboard
Self-supporting
Unlike the 'typical' waterbed that needs 10 be
contacted in a big-heaVy box and has to be
'climbed qui of- the Aquanaut is truly a sell 
containedseit-suppp9pg mattress
The bladder is -tramed".by a was of three
sandwichedlayeit of high-strength,
cbmPressible and resilient foam in a
polypropylene fabric binder that suPPons the
entire unit Sitting on the edge, of the bed you'd
never know was a - Afater matImss
Superior bladder
'esignad and constructed to the exact
rectications of-the Aquanaut- this bladder .
atures the finest 20.4* Vinyl _carries a 10 year
larantee and ,f backed by a 51 000 000
surance policy
How deit have yoklneard, or said
yourself 'Why does a waterbed have to look
like a waterbed'. I love it. but't's SO clunky",
they could ohly make one that would lit in with
(my) furniture- -
Southern Hi:Fashion presents Aquanaut.
Ai you can see. it looks exactly like your present
rtrtzrss and box spring, but the similarity stops
Once yotive tried it (please ask for a •
denionstration)-yOu'll agree that it represents a
*hole new look at th-e•viVerience of sleeping
Even if you've already stoned a 'conventional"-
Naltirbed
-First': When you sit down, yOu'll notice there's po
7stqt sides"- or wooden rails It's as soft as a
regular bed •
Next. you'll lie down and experience everything
you'ever thoughta waterbed should be plus. a
sensation of security that is difficult to explain
Perhaps Ws because there ate no pressure points
on the body. as happens with conventional coil
Springs or even foam mattresses
Designed and eingtneered to the most exlcjoevo
specificaticins, with the finest of materialsTthe
'Aquanaut" represents. a literal 'Dream" come
true .
Finally, one of the mayor objections to waterr •
has been overcome
Combining the very latest breakthrough in
insulating materials with a covering of deep
gained (t ".thick foam,cempletely *INN!.
the need for. a neater None is recommend4d
Another feature, designed to the specifics t
'Atluanaut" construction
the high tensile strength flexible viny
completely covers the bladder cavity
.contours (up and over) the frame for r,
Prr5teCt*n against spillage a, • •
design is the minimizing-of ,
-flileS of the.rnaltress
,The weight?
Harcity necessary psi think about For instance
The average building is designed to carry at
-triad of 45 tbs perquare foot A conscse pant,
(with a pianist) witigts 20.7 lbs Kin a wily
loaded (large) 'Meg tato( 47-5 Ibitisq ft
The Aquanaut (Inc iuging a melat-tramel)
only 14.43 iris. so ft r,enct the Aquanaut Is
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By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — The
Philadelphia Phillies, playoff
flops at home for the third
straight year, battle long odds
and the Los Angeles Dodgers
here tonight in what could be
the final game et the National
League title series.
"We want to end this as
quickly as we possibly can,"
Dave Lopes said after he and
pitcher Tommy John led Los
Angeles to a 4-0 win Thursday
in Philadelphia that left the
- Dodgers a step away from a
three-game sweep in th 'best-
offive set.
now 1-in playoff over
the last three seasons 0-6
at ustiall,y friendly Ve
Stadium.
Schmidt led off Thursday's
game with a line drive single
to right. Phillies padisans
roared and John wondered on
the mound.
"I thought it might bea long
day — maybe a short one for
Tommy," John said.
But he allowed only three
more singles and two walks as
his sinking deliveries were
continually beaten into the
turf for grouridouts by the
frustrated Phils.
It was Lopes, the Dodger
"Nobody in the athletic team 'captain, second
-world -Tier new treks- wa—baseman---and-----a-drettnr-
have a chance — except us," stimulator, who delivered the
said Phillies third baseman key hits — a home run, a
Mike Schmidt, whose team is single and a triple that .each
This pass from Calloway froth quarterback Kyle Cardinal was
intended for Bob Fry (below right), but it was intercepted by
the Benton defender, who returned it for a touchdown. The
takers lost 23-6. ir
--By WILL GRIMSLEY Yardtes-," \ an anonymous Tuesday night? The little guys everywhere —AP Special Correspondent sage -4, rnaibe it was George Across' the country — from and there more little guys"Rooting for the New York Bernard Shaw — once said, the teem streets of New than big guys in this world —
- --.-h; like Not-1140er U.S. Steel." York's Harlem, to Wilshire are joining in the refrain,
W.C. Fields the. bulbous- Boulevard in Los Angeles and ' 'Beat the Yankees."'
nosed comedian, made a all the space in between — It's true that in all sports —
career out ,, of demeaning America's heartland — not just the World Series —
Philadelphiot: but he never loyalties are polarizing. , __that, barring a persanal or
Matched the talk show crack: "If you're .not from NeW betting interest, sentiment for
"First prize, one week in York, you've got:to be pulling , the underdog runs deep.
Philadelphia; second prize, against the Yankees," a The underdogs are the
two weeks in Philadelphia." knowledgeable baseball man Royals and the Phillies.
There's a ditty in the was heard. to remark this Kansas City, once a Yankee
musical "Oklahoma" which week as lines were drawn for farm affiliate, has never been
goes something like this: the championship playoffs in a World Series although this
"Everything's up to date in matching the Yagees and is its third straight year in the
Kansas City —, they've gone Kansas City Ro1s in tU- league playoffs. The Phillies
about as far as they can go." American League, the Lk_ .- have reached the pinnacle
And what can you say about Dodgers and Philadelphia twice in the 75 years — in 1915
Los Angeles that hasn't Phillies in the National. and last . in 1950 — but never
already been said regarding "It's very popular to be v.•cin, losing first to the Boston
'the smog, the freeways, the antiYankee. The Yankees . Red Sox 4 garnet to 1 and then
tinsel and make-believe? represent the establishment. to the "damn Yankees" 4-0. ._
-..' Which two of. .these- lour They have played it more,— Jiath—the _.Yankees_and„
cities will qualify for World Series and won more Dodgers, on the other hand,
baseball's Diamond Jubilee than any other team. They are are steeped in tradition. The
''World Series, starting next rich, powerful and arrogant. Yankees have appeared in 31
of the so-called autumn
classics, , winning 21. The
Dodgers built their . legend games, Tennessee Tech is at
with the likes of Gil - Hodges, - 'East --Tennessee arid -len: --set're htrre' -
Roy Campanella and Jackie nessee-Martin visits MuiTay. Non-playing captain Tony
Robinson in the late 1940s and Feix, of course, is not Trabert, always struggling to
1950s and carried on with making noises like- a title get the best men available,
Sandy Koufax, Don -Drysdale contender, but Western has a completely new sq
and Maury. Willa after the partisans might start against the Swedes, 1
team moved to the West dreaming of the impossible if Bjorn Borg, who helPed his
Coast. the Hilltoppers can, get by team win the cpi6 the first
 Akron, 3-1, on Saturday. time in 1975. ,- ,
- Western has managed only VeteratiVArthur Ashe, 35,
two ties in five games against and Stan Smith, 31, both
the Zips, who joined the OVC fo4mer Davis Cup, Wimbledon
this year and will begin d U.S. Open champions,





















with a stainless steel
heat exchanger that re-
turns 60% more heat -
than a conventional
built-in fireplace. Duct-
work and fans available





works hard to have you
money.
•Based on average






1 II  CENTER
Wildcats Underdogs
Against Penn State
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Coach Fran. Curd
agrees with the oddsmakers:
it will be tough for the' Wild-
cats to whip Pend, State's
football team Saturday.
Kentucky is expected to be a
10-point underdog in the battle
against the fifth-ranked
Nittany Lions, who are 5-0 on
the season. Kentucky is 1-1-1
and unranked.
"Kentucky has an out-
standing defensive team and a
good passing attack," he
continued. "We're improving
offensively but we have to do it
against a good defensive team
before we ctin make any
claims.'t
Approximately 58,(00 fans
are expected for the battle in
_Commonwealth Stadium.
"Penn State's strength is its
defense,"- Curci said. "Its Ashe Top Seed
defense is super. I've got a
feeling it's about time for our BRISBANE, Australia CAP)
defense to bust out and have a — Arthur Ashe will be the top
_ game." seed for the $50,000 Stellar
South Pacific Tennis Classic,
Curci said if. it's a low beginning here Monday.
scoring game, "it could be a Queensland lawn tennis
jiclassic type me Opt people officials said today that.
will talk a 
z
for a long time. Australian John Alexander,
But you . ye to be realistic, who is now in England with
It's going to be tough for us to the Australian Davis Cup
win. . . • , --.--team, is second seeded.
Penn State Coach Joe. .- Australian veteran Ken
Patent° 'said the game will ftosesrall is No.3, ahead of
give him , an opportunity "to Australian Tony Roche and
see what kind of team we Americans Tom Gorman and--
have. . Nick Saviano.,
Walbridge Angus
TOTAL PERFORMERS SALE Wednesday -
at the farm South of Junction City, Kentucky October 11, 1978
25 TOTAL PERFORMANCE BULLS 11:00A.M.
Including sons of: Sir Williams Marathon, Blackc:.ap Grandeur 2604,
"Sparty," Aman of Wye, Black Revolution.2092, Columbus Adventure
310, Black Revolution 1301, Happyvale stud
35 COWS WITH CALVES AT SIDE
From the heart of the Walbridge herd. Daughters of. "Big John,"
"Pipeline," "Hans?' "Big John Jr.," "Sperty," "Samson," Marshall
Pride 1101, Black Revolution 130, Black Revolution 820. ,
All with calves at side and rebred to the power packed Walbridge herd sires'
SE L LING
For more information tall: Bart-Glass / 606-236-4859
3 OF THE
BEST JUNIOR SHOW
HEIFERS EVER TO LEAVE
WALBRIDGE FARMS
10 OUTSTANDING
BRED HEIFERS — THE BEST
- V4-THE-frROP4-
By the ,Associated Press
Jimmy-Fthr is smiling these
days, and that traditionally
means that other Ohio Valley
Conference football coaches
are frowning.
After a 1-8-1 disaster 'last
season, Feix has young but
enthusiastic Western Ken-
tucky off to a 3-1 start and tied
for the OVC lead with a 1-0
record: Western also is tied for
_10th, with Eastern Kentucky,
in the NCAA Division 1-AA
poll this week. .
"I've been saving up my
smiles. I haven't had a reason
to smile for a while, but we
have had a nice start," said
Feix, whose resurgent
Hilltoppers entertain Akron on
Saturday. That game starts a
rugged three-week test for
Western, which then faces
preseason favorite Tennessee
Tech and arch-rival Eastern'.
Kentucky in key eonierenee-
testS.
-It-doesn't get any easier,"
Feix said. "
In other games Saturday on
a full OVC schedule, Middle
Tennessee, .141, is at Eastern
Kentucky, 1-0, in an early
showdown of league leaders,
and Morehead, 1-1, calls on
defending champion Austin
Peay, (1-2. In non-league
next season.
"We've had some jood ball
games with them," said Feix.
"AlmoSt every. one of them
has been close. We always
manage to have them make a
big play and we get beat.
"Akron is a new OVC team
and that has sort of changed
drove in single runs.
"Aggression is our key to-
success. We . come out
. swinging," said Lopes, who
the night before rapped a two-
''run homer, a double and a
e in a 9-5 Dodger romp.
Phillies began the day
bankin on starting pitcher
Dick hint:* now 1-11
lifetime ag t the Dodgers.
Ruthven ettred nine
straight Dodge before Lopes
led off the fourth g with a
homer over the left Id wall.
Of the 27 Philadelp guts,
21 came on ground balls, ohn,
idled more than two wee in
September with a leg injUr
tot—t bit Tired in th-e-sevth.
But evcrri that didn't help the
Phils.
By the ninth inning. John
their image for us," said Feix
' in discounting talk of a jinx.
"The odds might be on our
side this time. A team just
can't keep on beating you. I
found that out. I used to think
I'd 'keep on beating





— Call it a gamble or not. The
Swedish tennis federation
printed the tickets and booked
an arena well in advance
before Sweden beat Hungary
and made the Davis Cup
seinifinali against the United
—States.
_
"But we haven't thought
about it this time. We
wouldn't, even if we were to
host the finals again," said
one official of the Swedish
Tennis Federatioa.:
The United States, the
world's No. 1 tennis power,
defeated Chile 3-2 in Santiago
to gain the semis. Most people
believe the Americans will
defeat the Swedes by the same
team. Joining them are Vitas
Gerulaitis and Bob Lutz,
Smith's long-time doubles
partner.
Ashe, approaching top form
again after a heel injury which
has hampered him for two
years, opens the best-of-five
series against Borg on Friday.
Gerulaitts, ranked No. 3 in
the world behind Borg and
Jimmy Connors, who decided
not to play here, plays
Sweden's Kjell Johansson in
the other singles.
Smith and Lutz, the U.S.
Open champs, take on Borg
and Ove Bengtson in the
doubles on Saturday. The
reversed singles will be
played Sunday with Ashe
meeting Johapn 
looked fresher than ever. Sch-
midt grounded out. Larry
Bowa grounded out. Then
Maddox flied out to Rick
Monday in right and it was
, over:
Whether it's all over this
season for the Phlls will" be
determined tonight at Dodger
Stadium.
The Dodgers tonight are
counting on pitcher., Don
Sutton, who has a 6-0 record in
three NL playoff games, two
World Series games and one
All-Star game.
The Phils will counter with
Steve Carlton, 0-2 in the
Olayoffs and 0-2 in the World
.6 Series when he was with the
.LouUCaffinab.




overall, and Eastern Ken-
tucky, 2-1, will each be coming
off impressive performances
last week. Middle is coming
off a 14-14 upset, tie with-
Chattanooga, which routed
, Western 42-15 in, the season
opener. Eastern, meanwhile,
blanked Austin Peay 14-0.
Morehead, 1-1-1 after taking
a 49-32 slugfest from Murray,
will be trying to end Austin
Peay's hopes of retaining its
title. The Governors are 0-2 in
league play and a third loss
would end all hepe of another
championship.
Tennessee Tech, 2-2 and 1-0,
will be attempting to score a
hat trick for the OVC against
East Tennessee, a former
OVC 'member which moved
into the Division 1-A Southern
Conference this year. But the
change of affiliation , hasn't
been changed things - for
EMU, which has lost in
consecutive weekends to
Eastern (49-6) and Western
(27-21).
Murray State, 1-3 and 0-2,
- will be searching for its
missing defensive unit when
UT-Martin invades. The
Racers, traditionally one of
the league's defensive giants,
allowed Morehead 42 points in
Just over a half last week.
OU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
71-5"3LARGE VOLUME-LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Our dealership welcomes you and your parent or guardian to visit us.
You can came into register for PP&K from August 18 through October 6. While
• you're heserask for your free PP&K Tips Book. It contains valuable tips from
ttie pros on how to prepare for Punt, Pass & Kick.
Improve your skills . . . free.
After reading the Tips Book. critend the tree PP&K Coact)M0 Clinic. It's fun and
witl help you cievetopitle skiffs ihcrt may make you the PP&K National ChcImpion
Time: 9:30 a.m.
Place: Murray Middle School
Date: Saturday, Oct. 7
Official: Parker Ford Inc.




















THE MCW,Iffiy., LEDGER & TtM, Friday. October 6,
u'rketty After Win No. 2 Against Paters'
The Murray -Me freshman
- football squad evened. its
----- season reef-44 'at North
Marshall Thursday, while the
Calloway County [rash started
their scoring a bit too late in a
23-8 loss to Benton at Roy
Stewart Stadium. _ •
The detals :
*stignt
fultectibant sae Woe eel
received tbei; beete-delbiobed
copy el The tairrey Ledger
Anew by 530 p_io. tiliverlats
fribp sr* 530 pao. ea Setew
a.. .rd spa 83-1,11.
bellinew S:30 p.m. aid p.m..
admary-fridey, off 3:30 pm.
Poi 4 p.s. Seterdeys, to imam—
ailleery Noe oevispoper. Calio
mot be piliCed by 6 p.n.
weekoleys ft 4 p.m. tisterdieys.
to geereatee dellory.
_
Menai 31, Nara Marsha
CAL VERT CITY - The
Tigers roared to a 3110 first-
half lead and were never
headed in racing to their
second victory in four games.
Todd Rutherford scored
three touchdowns, including
one on the fourth play of the
game, and David Schmaltz
added another. Fiutherford
was successful. in running for
all three two-point conversion
attempts.
Another Murray score
this one on a 65-yard run by
Ken Murphy was called
back because of a clipping
penalty against the Tigers.
We played with much more
intensity than' in any 4 our
'previous games," - said
Murray High Coach Mark
Brady. -We went without a
huddle on our first series, and
it paid off. We wanted to take
it right to them early and we
THLEMCKTATILALLY tiDNT1W41,1E1/
ii%1N1.111A111ts
Canada: "Otir fuelbill has fawn cut At least
in half.- Tennessee: "My Ashley givoileatete'
heat. far lest fuel with heated rooms-eVery
morning." Massatitusette: "My heating 4014
now *rtil.•• ('anada. "We are now using le,s
than one-third of the wood .we used before
Enjoy dependable, autAimath• heat from inea.:_
'pensive. readily availatifir• firewoiol Jaity kind).,
,ipstaItn Ashley artd !meet- -t--x ,Str'4It
• -
We can save you money on a new isbley I
Heater! We have been asked not to ad-
vertise price outside our own county. We





Murray travels to Mayfield
Thursday.
' • Benton 23, Calloway 6
Brad Miller intercepted a
Benton pass with two minutes
left in the game, and Tommy'
Workman followed with a 45-
yard touchdown run to give
the Lakers their only score.
. "Those plays were definitely
the best Oil •botit offense and
defense the entire night," said
Calloway Coach Billy Nix.
"We just waited until it was
to late to start doing
something."
The Lakers had a chance to
, go ahead early when a Benton
ball-carrier futnbled inside his
20 in the opening rnieutes. -
But penalties and a slow
offense pushed Calloway back
near midfield, where it lost the
ball on downs.
"We didn't have a lot of
desire, not as much as Ben-
tar,' said Nix. "That was the
difference."
The Lakes Ire at home
against South- Marshall
Thursday:
Wrigley Field in Chicago is
the oldest National League
stadium, having thrown open
its doors in 1916.
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
term to describe the play of
the University of Tennessee at
Martin against Ohio Valley
Conference teams last season.
UTM, reanerup in the Gulf
South Conference behind
Jacksonville with an 8-3
record last season, played
four OVC squads and soundly
thumped each.
One of those losses was dealt
to Murray State, and the
Racers will attempt to break a
two-game losing streak
Saturday in a 7:30 p.m. con-
lest at Roy Stewart Stadium. •
- Martin opened 14s '77 season
. by thumping Austin Eeay, last
year's league champions, 23-
-10. It followed m with ina 2 l. 
 30-21 
mauling of Middle Tennessee.
Two games later, the
Pacer Stadium. In its next-to-
game of the year, Martin
bombed Morehead 49-7.- That
gave the Pacers a 129-39 atl-
vantage in points scored
against the OVC.
But-LITM has had little luck
thus far in matching its '77
success. The Pacers did win
one of its two season-opening
games against an OVC op-
ponent. After Austin Peay
subdued Martin 21-14 on a last-
second touchdown, the Pacers
- stung Middle Tennessee 28-17.
But they have lost their last
two games' - both conference
contests - to Jacksonville 144-
15 and Mississippi College
(21-7).
So what do those results tell
Murray State Coach Mike
Gottfried?
"I itnow they will be very
physical," said • Gottfried.
And that's the kind of gamer
expect - a really tough
battle."
The Racers are bogged in a
two-game losing skein of their,
own, falling to Tennessee Tech




Westview in a 7:30 p.m.-
Contest tonight at Roy
Morehead on last week. Will
tki week be another barn-
burnerflte the Morehead
game?
"I 'think our defense will
play well this week," Gott-
fried Said. "They had a good
week of practice, and they
hive really worked hard."-
Should the Racer offense
produce the same efforts that
It .did against Morehead, the
Pacers could be .in for a long
night.
Tailback Danny Lee
Johnson, who remained the
OVC's leading rusher with a
114-yaed•••-effeef against the




seven of 15- passes for 187
yards. He has passed for four
touchdowns - two to tight end
David Thomas - this season.
Wide receiver Greg King
hauled in three of Dickens'
completions against
Moreheackincleding one for a
.69-yard deflected-pass touch-
down. Dickens lofted a pass
intended for Johnson, but it
bounced off his hands and into
those of King. -
The Murray defense was
stung for 425 yards total of-
fense by Morehead, including
an 11 of 16 passing per-
formance for 120 yards by
quarterback Phil Simms that
earned him OVC offensive
player of the Week honors. '
But Gottfried remains
steadfast in his confidence'
with the defense. "If we can
get the same kind of offense
that we've had earlier this •
year, I -think we will win,
Simms Honored
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -
Completing 11 ei 16 passes for
120 yards. and-- three touch-
downs, Morehead State
quarterback Phil Simms has
been selected the Ohio. Valley
Conference's football player
of the week.
because I think the defense
will do its job." -
Iviattin owns- a- two-game
winning streak against the
Racers. It whipped Murray 24-
0 in 1976 before its victory last
season, but the Racers still
lead the series 8-6-1.
.The Pacers leading ground-












a 6-0 sophomore. He has
averaged 80 yards a gee:* on
the ground, but bat eenstee
only 16 of 46 passes for 125
yards.
Dow; Shelton, who had knee
surgery this week, should be
back for the Racers in as little
as three weeks. Offensive
tackle Mitch Nelson will miss


























quick and cunning. occeinOTiin—Q to
50in 8 1 seconds.
59 come in today and track down this •
exciting and uncommon breed of arterial;
The 1979 Audi Fox
POIRSCI-4 4=1.UDI
Now At Dunn's Furniture Warehouse!
"A superior water-mattress...looks like and is used
exactly Iikewa conventional mattress and box ̀spring ! "
A real
money-saver
Designed and constructed to tne specific size-
of conventional mattress and box'springs all
of your existing anens will lit Plus! You can ust
your present bed frame (if its a heavy duty one)
and ot course, the same headboard
Unkfce the 'typical' waterbed mat needs to be
contained in a big heavy box and-has-to be
-chrnbed out or the Aquanauts truly a serf-
contained self-supporting mattress
The bladder is "framed" by a wall of three
sandwiched layers of high-strength
compressible and resilient Sown in a
PolYOrOpytene fabric binder that supports the
entire unit Sitting on the edge of the bed you'd
never know it was a -water-mattress
Superior bladder
Designed and constructed to the exact .
specifications of the 'Aquanaut" this bladder
features the tines; 20 '-nit vinyl carries a lOyear
Juarahtee ancirs hacked by 8 5t 000 000
.stirancebel,ey _ . . •
",eita44,
How Olen have you heard, or said
yourself 'Whii-does a waterbed have to look
• Me a waterbed". -I love it, but ffs so Clunky",
ftie'y &ode-My make one that woilid fit in with
(my) furniture
there •
Once you've tried it (p)itaSe ask for a
demonstration) you'll agree that it represents a
whole new look at the exPertenCe of sleeping
Even if youXre already owned a "conventional-
waterbed
Southern Hi-Fashion presents Aquanaut.
As you Can See it lOOks exactly like your present .
mattress and box spring, but the similarity stops
First when you sit drawn you'll notice there's no
*stiff sides" or wooden rails It's as soft as a
regular bed
  yoolt tie clown and expeTience eVTerything
you ever thought a waterbed should be plus, a
sensation of security that is difficult to explain
Perhaps it's.because there are no pressure- point$
on the body. as happens with conventional Cori
Wrings or even foam mattresses
Designed and engineered to the Most exacting
specifications, with-the finest Of materials, the
"Aquanaut' represents a literal "Dream---cornr•-x.
true































Finally one.ot the mato( objections to ihaterou.:
has been.overcome
.,.,Cienbtrerie the very latest breakthrough in
. insulating materials with a covering of deep
quilted (11/2 thiek) foam; t-ompletely
the need for a heater None is recommended
Another feature, designed tothe specitic s41.1(
-Aquanaut construction
The high teniile strength flexible vinyl
completely covers the bladder cavity-and
detours (up and ove7) the frame for maximum
protection against spillage Another plus to this
design is the minimizing of !notion at the otpor
edges el the mattress
The weight?
Hardly necessary to think about For install
The average buildingii-desigried to carry a r
10a 491 45 Ibs per sTuaipoot A ca)Soie
(with a pianist) weighs ?0 7 lbs`sej ft a fur',
loaded (large) relrigerafbr-47 5 lbsist1 ft
• The Aquipaut (including a metal frame+)
.only 14 43 lbs. sq ft I And, the Aquanaut Is
56% lightei than an equivalent sized.
onventronAl 41,,itiut)-e4 •
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Pass The Time Of Day
This pass from Calloway frosh quarterback Kyle Cardinal was
intended for Bob Fry (below right), but it was intercepted by
the Benton defender, who returned it for a touchdown. The
takers lost 23-6.
Staff Photos by Tony Wilson,
Yanks Represent Establishment
And Most Root Against Therii
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
























wall a stainless steel
heat exchanger that re-
turns 60% more heat
than a conventional-
built-in fireplace. Duct-
work and !tins available
to heat upstairs or ad-
joining rooms.
The Majestic Energy
Saving Fireplace'. The ,
beautiful fireplace that








size house- brick g/
framing not included.





1213 Poplar Benton, Kentucky
Yankees," an anonymous
sage maybe it was George
. Bernard Shaw once said,
"is like rooting for U.S. Steel."
W.C. Fields, the bulbous-
nosed comedian, made a
career out of demeaning
Philadelphia but he never
matched the talk show crack:
"First prize, one week in
Philadelphia; second prize,
two weeks-hi Philadelphia." ,
There's a ditty in the
musical "Oklahoma" which
goes something like this:
"Everything's up to date in
Kansas City - they've gone
about as far as they tango-."-
And what can you say about
Los Angeles that hasn't
already been said regarding
the smog, thu. freeways, the
tinsel and ma e-believe?
Which two _ these four
cities will qualify for
baseball's Diamond Jubilee
World Series, starting next
Tuesday night?
Acrnss the country - from
the teeming streets of New
York's Harlem, to Wilshire
Boulevard in Los Angeles and
all the -space in between -
America's 'heartland
loyalties are polarizing. .
"If you're not from Wei/
York, you've got to be pulling
against the Yankees," a
knowledgeable baseball man
was heard to remark this
week as lines were drawn for
the championship playoffs
matching the Yankees and
Kansas City Royals in the
----AmeriCan- League, .the LA
Dodgers and Philadelphia
Phillies in the National.
' "It's very popular to be
antiYankee. The Yankees
represent the establishment.
They have played in move
World Series and won•irnore
than any other team. They are
rich, powerful and arrogant.
Wildcats Underdogs
Against Penn State
LEXINGTOIP, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky Coach Fran Curdi
agrees with the oddsmakers:
it will be tough for the Wild-
cats to whip Penn State's
football team Saturday.
Kentucky is expected to be a
• 10-point underdog in the battle
s against the fifth-ranked
Nittany Lions, who are 5-0 on
the season. Kentucky is 1-1-1
and unranked.
"Penn State's strength is its
defense," Curd said. "Its
defense is super. I've got a
feeling it's about time for our
defense to bust out and have a
game."
Curti said if it's a low
scoring game, "it could be a
classic type game that people
will talk about for a long time.
But you have to be realistic.
It's going to be tough for us to
win."
Penn State Coach Joe
Paterno said the game will
give him an opportunity "to
see what kind of team we
have.
"Kentucky has an out-
standing defensive team and a
good passing attack," he
continued. "We're improving
offensively but we have to do it
against a good defensive team
before we can make any
claims."
Approximately 58,000 fans




- Arthur Ashe will be the top
seed for the $50,000 •Stellar
South Pacific Tennis Classic
beginning here Monday.
Queensland lawn tennis
officials said today that
Australian John Alexander,
who is now in England with
The Australian Davis Cup
team, is second seeded.
Australian veteran Ken
Rosewall is No.3, ahead of
Australian Tony Roche and
Americans -Tom Gorman and
Nick Saviano.
Walbridge Angus
TOTAL PERFORMERS SALE Wednesday
at the farm South of Junction City, Kentucky_ October 11, 1978
25.TOTAL PERFORMANCE BULLS ' • 11:00A.M
Including sons el,. Sir Williams Marathon, Blackcap Grandeur 2604,
"Sparty," Amars of Wye, Black Revolution 2092, Columbus Adventure
310, Black Revolution 1301, Happyvale stud.
35 COWS WITH CALVES AT SIDE
From the heart of the Walbridge-herd. Daughterskof. "Big John,"
"Pipeline," "Hans," "Big John Jr.," "Sparty," "Samson," Marp
Priciti -11131, Black Revolution 130, Black Revolution 620. •




For more information call: Bart Glass) 606-236-4859
3 OF THE
BEST JUNIOR SHOW
HEIFERS EVER TO LEAVE
Y114.1 AR' Onc _FARMS. --
10 OUTSTANDING
BRED HEIFERS— THE BEST
The little guys everywhere -
and there more little guys
than big guys in this world -
are joining in the refrain,
'Beat the Yankees."
It's true that in all sports -
not just the World Series -
that, barring a personal or
-betting interest, sentiment (or
• the underdog runs deep.
The ,)'underdogs ale the
Royals . and the 1°IiiLlies.
Kansas City, once a Yankee
farm affiliate, has never been
in a   This
is its third straight year in the
league playoffs, The Phillies
have reached the pinnacle •
twice in the 75 years - in 1915
and last in 1950 - but never
won, losing first to the Boston
Red Sox 4 games to 1 and then
to the "damn Yankees" 4-0.
Both the _Yankees and
Dodgers, on the other hand,
are steeped in tradition. The
Yankees have appeared in 31
of the so-called autumn
Classics, winning 21. The
Phils Facing Elimination
As Serlei Moves To LA
- -'13y the Associated Press; .
LOS ANGELES - The
Philadelphia Phillies, playoff
flops al home for -the third-
straight year, battle long odds
and the Los Angeles Dodgers
here tonight in what could be
the final game of the Vational.
League title series.
"We Want to end this as
quickly as we possibly ,qut,"
. Dave Lopes said after he and
pitcher Tommy John led LW-
Angeles to a 4-0 win Thursday
in Philadelphia that left the
Dodgers a step away from a
three-game sweep in titbeste-
offive set.
. "Nobody in the athletic
Id right now thinks we
have a chance - except us,"
said Phillies third baseman
Mike Schmidt, whose team is
how—NiTh-p-ayotir games over
_ .
the bud three seasons and 04
at usually friendly Veterans
--Staaditrrn.
Schmidt led off Thursday's
- game with a line drive single
to right. Phillies partisans
-roared and John wondered on
the mound.
"I thought it might be a long
day --maybe:. short one for
- Tommy," John said.
But he allowed only three
r--nOre singles anditwo walks as
his sinking deliveries were
continually beaten into the
turf for grotuidouts by the
-frustrated Philo.
It was Lopes, the Dodger
-team captain-; seeoad
baseman and---adr-enal
stimulator, who delivered the
key hits - a home run, a
single and a tsiple that each
_
•ove-in single runs.
"Aggression is our key to
success. We come out
swinging," said Lopes, who
the night *fore rapped a two-
run homer, a double and a
single in a 9,5 Dodger romp.
The Phillies began the.day
banking on starting pitcher
Dick Ruthven, now 1-11
lifetime against the Dodgers.
Ruthven retired nine
straight Dodgers before Lopes
'led off the fourth inning with a
h-omer over the left field wall.-
Of the 27 Philadelphia outs,
-21 came on ground balls. John,
Idled more than two weeks In
September with a leg injury,
-got a bit-tired-iwThe seventh.
But even that didn't help the
Phils.
By the ninth inning, John
Looked fresher than ever. Sch-
midt grounded out. Larry
Bowa grounded Out. Then
'Maddox flied out to Rick
Itranday in right and -it was
over.
Whether it's all over this
season for the Phils will be
determined *night al Dodger
Stadium.
The Dodgers tonight are
counting on pitcher Don
Sutton, who has a 6-0 record in
three NL playoff games, two
World Series games and one
All-Star game. •
The Phils will counter with
Steve Carlton, 63 in
playoffs and 0-2 in the World
Series when he was with the-
"We're in our own
backyard,* said 1-sSardo.
"Things look good."
Feix Smiling Now As Western
Kentucky Prepares ForAkron
next season.
"We've had some good ball
games with them," said Feix.
"Almost every one of them
has been close. We always
manage to have them make a
big plarand we get beat.
'Akron is a new OVC team'
and that has sort of changed 
theirimage for us," said Feix
in discounting talk of a jinx.
"The odds might be on our
side this time. _A" team just
can't keep on beating you. I
found that out. I used to think
keep on beating





- Call it a gamble or not. The
Swedish tennis federation
printed the tickets and booked
an arena well in advance
befote Sweden beat Hungary
and made the Davis Cup
semifinals against the United -
States.
'But we haven't thought
about it this time. We
wouldn't, even if we were to
host the !Innis again,"- said
one official of the Swedish
Tennis Federation.
' The 'United States, the
world's No. 1 tennis power,
defeated Chile 3-2 in Santiago
to gain the semis. Most people
believe the Americans will
byDodgers built their legend games, Tennessee_ Tech is defeat the Swedesthe sani_at._kti -with the likes of ail liodges, . East Tennessee and Ten- ore ere.
Roy Campanella and Jackie nessee-Martin visits Murray.
Robinson in the late 1940s and Peix, of course, is not
1950s and carried on with making noises like a title
Sandy Koufax, Don Dry saaIe contender, but Wes-Teen
and Maury Wills, after the partisans might start
team moved to the West dreaming of the impossible if
Coast. the Hilltoppers can get by
  Akron, 3-1; on Saturday.
Western hat managed only
two ties in five games agai
the Zips, who joined the
this year and will, gin

























Authorized Nth leettet Castor
BARRETT'S
'SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
—PEcini, 753318671
By the Associated Press
Jimmy Feix is smiling these
days, and that traditionally
means that other Ohio Valley
Conference football coaches
are frowning.
After a 1-8-1 disaster last
season, Feix has young but
enthusiastic Western Ken-
tucky off to a 3-1 start and tied
for the OVC lead with a 1-0
record. Western also is tied for
10th, with Eastern Kentucky,
in the NCAA Division 1-AA
poll this week.
"I've been saving up my
smiles. I haven't had a reason
to smile for a while, but we
have had a nice start," said
Feix, whose resurgent
Hilltoppers entertain Akron on
Saturday. That game starts a
rugged three-week_tegl_for
Weilern, which then faces
preseason favorite Tennessee
Tech and arch-rival Eastern
Kentucky in key conference
tests.
"It doesn't get any easier,"
Feix said.
In other games Saturday on
a full OVC schedule, Middle
Tennessee, 1-0, is at Eastern
Kentucky, 1-0, in an early
showdown of league leaders,
and Morehead, 1-1, calls on
defending champion Austin













rg, who helped his
te in the Cup for the first
emn 1975.
Veterans Arthur Ashe, 35,
and Stan Smith, 31, both
C former Davis Cup, Wimbledon
and U.S. Open champions,
- make their comebacks on the
team. Joining them are Vitas
Gerulaitis and Bob Lutz,
Smith's long-time doubles
partner.
Ashe, approaching top form
again after a heel injury which
has hampered him for two
years, opens the best-of-five
series against Barg on Friday.
Garulaitis, ranked No. 3 in
the world behind Borg a
Jimmy Connors, Who de '
not to play hereø t ays
Sweden's Kjell Jo son in
the other single
Smith an' ,4utz, the U.S.
Open ch.'-. , take on Borg
and -Bengtson in the
dour on Saturday. The
r ersed -singles will be
layed Sunday with Ashe
meeting Johansson. —
Middle Tennessee, 1-2-1
overall, and Eastern Ken-
tucky, 2-1, will each be comirik
-- off impressive performances
last week. Middle is coming
off a 14-14 upset tie with
Chattanooga, which routed
Western 42-15 in the season
opener. Eastern; meanwhile,
blanked Austin Peay 14-0.
Morehead, 1-1-1 after taking
a 49-32 slugfest from Murray,
Will be trying to end Austin
Peay's hopes of retaining its
title. The Governors are 0-2 in
league play and a third loss
would end all hope of another
championship.
Tennessee Tech, 2-2 a -0,
will be attempting t ore a
hat trick for the I,. against
East 41'enness , a former
OVC mem Which moved
into the ision 1-A Southern
Cotife • ee this year. But the
c e of affiliation hasn't
changed things for
ETSU, which has lost in
consecutive weekends to
Eastern (49-6) and_ Western
(27-21).
Murray State, 1-3 and 0-2,
will be searching for. its
missing defensive unit ,when
UT-Martin invades. The
Racers, traditionally one of
the league's defensive giants,
allowed Morehead 42 points in
just over a halfUstmeek.





"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A




Boys and Girls ages 8 to 13...
fun' times are here again.
. 
Our dealership welcomes you and your parent or guardian to visit us.
You can come Into register for PP&K from August 18 through October 6. While
you're here, ask for your free PP&K Tips Book. It contains valuable tips from
the pros on how to prepare for Punt, Pass & Kick.
-
Improve yOur skills. free.
After reading the Tips Book, atteridfhe tree PP&K Coaching Clinic. its tun and
will help you develop theskplis thafrniny rnake you the PP&K NaticrCit Champion.
Time: 9:30 a.m. .
Place: Murray Middle School
Date: Saturday, Oct. 7
Official: Parker Ford Inc.
- Ileglstrattortriugust-18through-Ottotuirt.
111111111161‘21





AP Sports Writer •
Now that Kansas City has
sent the Royals off to seek
baseball's American League
pennant in New York, the
town can cdhcentrate on the
Chiefs. And this is a football
team that needs some hard
concentrating.
When the Chiefs beat Ctn.
cinnati in the season opener, it
looked like they might ride
their offense of the *30s, the
Wing-I-running game baAlo-
respectability.
But the bottom fell out after
that one and now the Chiefs
nave dropped four straight
games in what is beginning to
look distressingly like last
year's 2-12 season. . ' -
The Pro Picker, happy to be
ahead of anyone, Is doing-
better than the Chiefs. Last
week's 94 made the season's
log 41-29 for .586.
The picks:
KAIISIll City 17, Tampa Bay 10
To work, the Wing-T
requires patience. The same
cenulioddy comes in 'handy
fur Chiefelatts.
Pittsburgh 24, Atlanta 10
The Steelers tend to get




By the Associated Press
; ....... LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The
. . , • bad dream of 1977 is haunting
Bowling Green Coach Wilson
Sears again in 1978.
Despite having one of the
finest high school • football
teams in Kentucky in the
second-ranked Purples. Sears
once . again' faces the
probability that come Nov. 3
his team , won't make the
playoffs.
Even if it wins its remaining
--- - 74 six games to finish 10-1,
.,t *  Bowling Green will probably
be on the sidelines because of
- - *WV loss to Christian
-*a in a district game two week,,
ri ago.
With that loss, "it's going to
be exactly like last year ) when
Bowling Green was 10-1 but
failed to 'Make the playoffs),"
said Sears. '"I*y (Christian
County) have:kph*" to either
Hopkinsville  Wr Paducah
Tfighniaii.
On the other hand; Sears
notes that two of Lexington's
four teams will qualify for the
playoffs in November, while
teams in Jefferson County
AAAA still have a playoff shot
after a loss because that area
qualifies two teams from each
pit of four districts.
e. • "More than being disap-
pointed, we are frustrated,"
said Sears.-Ffom a coaCtung
standpoint, it is tremendously
difficult after the fourth game
of the season to tell your kids,
'Men. I'm afraid we're out of
It.'.'
Sears has to hope that his
$ • team will continue Bowling
1- Green's recent winning
tradition - the Purples have
' lost only five games in four
years - while looking . for
.* Christian County to stumble.
In order to be ready should
the Colonels fall, second-
ranked Bowling Green must
V.
get by Paducah Tilghman
tonight.
In tonight's games involving
top-ranked teams, Greenup
County of State AAAA en-.
Certains Portsmouth, Ohio,
Newport Catholic of State
AAA hosts Erlanger Lloyd,
Mayfield of State M. is at
Hopktitsville and Paintsville






In other games involving
CountycLanked teams:.
-Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2 St. Xavier hosts
Lexington Bryan Station,
Daviess County is it No. 3
Bishop David, Fern Creek
calls on fourthranked Ballard
and No. 5 Butler is at Moore.
-State AAAA: No. 3
Lexington Henry Clay
defeated Harrison . County 24-6
Thursday night, No. 4
Christian County is at
Owensboro Catholic and
Owensboro is at fifth-rated
Henderson County.
-State AAA: Newport is at
second-ranked Fort Thomas
Highlands, No. 3 Russell is at
home against Huntingttin,
W.Va., and LaRue County
visits No. 4 Meade County.
irthratilteiManvtile'defeated
North kiardin 36-7 Thursday
ni,ght.
-State AA: No. 2 Corbin
hosts Everts, Madisonville is
at -No. 3 Soinerset, fourth-
ranked Heath is at Lone Oak
and Warren East is at No. 5
Glasgow. '
-State A: No. 2 Hancock
County is at Crittenden
County, No. 3 Beechwood is at
Owen County', Berea visits No.
4 Richmond Madison and fifth-
ranked. Raceland- hosts
Wheelwright.
XL:12 Chain Saw W/16" Bar
•Exclusive SAFE-T-TIP. prevents kickback keeps
you in control
Almost one million of these saws built And sold
• Lightweight a mt.- poWerhit
"a High performance 33 pubic inch engine
st-Pcnsier to cut logs up to 3' thick.
Sug. List Price $249.95
Our Price $79996
Homelite Chain Saws are always on sale
at Uncle Joe's_. We Sell Them For 20%
Off List Price!!!
Uncle Joe's
Discount Store--Miry 79 West . lieser, In.
25 Min. From Mental --
-weilassui --- -
Photo. 115) 232-51* -
they-- pay attentiOn,'--triey---
sbould handle the Falcons
with little trouble. Los Angeles
27, San Francisco 14
The Rams' unbeaten record
is safe against their neighbors
from the North. Come to think
of it, most teams are safe
against the 49ers.
- Washington 23, Detroit 6
The Redskins are sky-high
after kayoing Dallas.. Does
anybody think they'll still be
two games ahead of the
Cowboys in December?
Oakland 20, Houston 13
This won't be easy but then
few things dre for the Raiders,
who specialize in last-minute
dramatics.
Philadelphia 19, New England
The Upset Special. The
Eagles are making believers
all over the league and the
Patriots have been cutting it
too close lately.
Cleveland 28, New Orleans 14
The Browns, have lost two
toughies the last two weeks
and are getting ornery. The
Saints won't stretch that
streak.
Chicago 14, Green Bay 10
A real test for the improved
kackers. The Bears need this
one more, especially after last
week's overtime loss to
Oakland-
Dallas 33, NY Giants 14
-The Cowboys ..are. still
s sniditing from - Monday,
iiight's loss to Washington..
That's bad news for the-
Giants, in the wrong place at
the wrong time.
Minnesota 27, Seattle 10 •
The wise, old Vikings know
they can't afford to lose to an
expansion team. So how come
Tampa Bay beat them last
month?
Denver 20. San Diego 14
The Chargers keep coming
close, which is good in hor-
seshoes.but not in football. .
Buffalo 16, N's' Jets 13 •
The Bills have improved
since losing to the sJets last
month. New York has not.
Miami 31, Chscinnati 10
- The Bengals need more than
a new coach to get untracked.
St. Lads 17, Baltimore 7
When you're winless, like
the Cards, you love to play a
team like the Colts, who are
13th in the AFC in totaloffense
and 14th in total defense.
Lady Golf Winners
At Murray Country
_Chilileceive  Honors :
Betty Stewart and Jane
Fitch have been named
chairman and co-chairman of
the ladies' golf activities at the
Murray Country Club for the
1979 Sea3Q11.
Named Wednesday night at
the lady golfers' annual
awards banquet, they succeed
Margaret Shuffett 'and Veneta
Sexton. The ladies' secretary
for the coming season will be
Elizabeth Slusmeyer and
Eddie Mae Outland will be the
treasurer. .
Awards. went to the
following:
In the annual medal play
—tournartient! -Championship
flight - Frances,Hulse, first;
Jerlene Sullivan, second;
lita top lady golfers at the Murray Country Club this season were haul Nibs, left; end lesivase Evelyn Jones, low net; and
Betty SLevyart,Instputts.
First flight - Euvie Nell
Mitchell, firsst;.,...Toni Holman,
second; Anna Mary Adams,
low net; and Inus Orr and
Faint Alexander tied for low
putts. •
Second flight - Beverly
Jews—ilk& Hulse wee **medal aim xleanjoionship early I the seeress MI Mrs. ISSOS wee
makif play championship lost month, defeating Phyllis Kain in the finds.
Deadlocked Amerjcan League
Series Resumes Again Today
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK The best-of-
five American League
Championship Series resumes
today with the Kansas City
Royals and New York
Yankees deadlocked at .one
game apiece. But KC
Manager Whitey Herzog
sounds as though his team is in
a must-win situation.
"This is a big game for us
with Guidry going for them
Saturday," -Herzog said
Thursday tdter the Royals
completed a one-hour workout
at Yankee Stadium, site of
Games 3 and 4 and, if
necessary, Game 5.
But Herzog almost sounded
as though he were conceding
Saturday night's fourth game
to the Yankees and pitching
ace Ron Guidry.
"He's lost three games, so
"he can be beaten," Herzog
' said, "but he's the best pitcher
in baseball. I wish I had him
going for me."
Herzog has Paul Splittorff,
19-13, going today t3:30n.m.,
'EDT) against New York's
Catfish Hunter, 12-6, one of
baseball's more inspiringe
comeback sagas.
The rest of the Royals didn't
sound-as- though-- they- were 
conceding an inch to Guidry.
In fact, they couldn't un-




By the Associated Press -
Nobody's writing off the
Dallas Cowboys just yet • -
espcially not the Washington
Redskins. But both teams
acknowledge the defending
Super Bowl champions have
dug themselves into a bit of a
hole.
''We must stay within
striking distance of at least
two games by The halfway
mark of the' season," Dallas
Coach Tom Landry said, -
reflecting on the two-game
lead the Redskins built in the
National Conference East
with their 9-5 Monday night
victory over the Cowboys.
"Washington is streaking
right now and we almost have
to streak to get into the
playoffs."
us to have a two-game
lead. Dallas has to be reacting
a little differently now,"
Redskins. Coach Jack Pardee
observed. "Instead of them
being in the drivers' seat and
knowing we have to go down
there and play, well, it puts
some pressure on them...
They're not shoo-ins to win the
division like they figured
before the season started. But Pittsburgh and Los-Angeles,
don't write the Cowboys oft-Al/Mg with-the Redskins, are
yet. With two losses in a 113-
game schedule, they're
certainly not out of it."
The Redskins visit Detroit
on Sunday while the Cowboys
host the New York Giants. In start under Coach Homer
Sunday's other National- Rice, -who took over .wheri Bill
-Football League games, it's
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, Buffalo
at the New •York Jets.
Philadelphia at New England,
Baltimore *at St. Louis,
---Ghteage---itt -Green • -14try-,--
Cleveland at New Orleans, ,
Tampa Bay at Kansas City,
Denver at San Diego, Houston
at Oakland, Minnesota at
Seattle and San Francisco at
tins Angeles. Monday night's
game is Cincinnati at Miami
Washington is off to its best
start since 1940 and owns
several winning.streaks - this
year's 5-0 mark, an 8-0 string
running back into last year's
regular season and a four-
game run against Detroit,
including a 20-7 victory over
the Lions in 1976.
Dallas, meanwhile, has
turned back New York eight
straight times, including 34-24
four weeks ago. Despite
having won 22 of the last -A
games, the ,Cowboys are
treating the Gianis as equals
4 Dallas is about a two-
touchdown favorite). The only
'thing really equal are the
records. Each team is 3-2.
One Cowboy looking for a
tough time is defensive end
Harvey Martin. He was
ejected in the first meeting.
after taking exception to the
way running back WIUIé
Spencer was trying to block
him -- at the knees. Martin
responded by kicking Spencer.
unbeaten. On the other end of
the spectrum, St. Louis and
Cincinnati are still looking for
victory No.I this year. The
Bengals are making their first
Johnsen quit in the wake sif
their loss to previously winless'
San Francisca,
. Don CoryelL the St. Lotus
head coach ajiir ago, is still
lbtikteir -for- Vs first -inn ITU
• year in his second Sunday as
the San Diego head coach.
•••-•
"It's not only Guidry,"
griped pitcher -Larry Gura,
winner of Wednesday's second
game that squared the series.
"You talk to anyone and they
make out like all the Yankees
are gods. It's nice that
Guidry's 25-3, but he gives up
runs, doesn't he? That 25-3
record isp't going to help him
"He'll be 25-4 Saturday, I
guarantee you," said infielder
Jerry Terrell.
"Didn't Toronto beat him a
couple Cl weeks ago?" won-
dered shortstop Fred Patek.
Splittorff, at least, wasn't
looking beyond today's game.
"In a five-game series, you
can say that every game is a
big one - and it's true," he
said. "Every time you take
the field in a best-of-five series
it's a must-win situation."
Splittorff will be pitching for
the first time in more than a
week. He missed the Royals'
final series of the regular
season when he had to go to
Chicago for his father's
funeral.' That forced Herzog to
Juggle his r"-hing rotation for
the pin, offs. He had planned
to open with the veteran left-
hander Tuesday night.
Spann, first; Jane ::•Zi.tch,
second; Lashlee Foster, low
net; and Rowena Cullom, low
putts.
Third- flight - Mickey
Phillips, first; Mary Beth
—Overby, low- net; and-Viekie
Baker, low putts.
In the annual match play
tournament: Championship
flight - Evelyn Jones wds the
winner with Phyllis !Cain the---
rwinerup.
First flight - Inus 'Orr ww,
the 'winner with Diane
Villaneva the runnerup. •
Second flight - Beverly
Spann was the winner and
Judy • Muehleman, the run-
neron •
' Third flight - Mickty
Phillips was the winner with
Mary Beth Overby the run-
nenip.
Mickey Phillips as winner of
the third flight in both tour-
naments was awarded the
Charles Sexton Memorial
Trophy which is given to a









Don Kileoyne (rimer 9f Univ. Barber Shop would like to
take this opportunity to thank each and everyone of his
customers for their continued patronage. Come by and get
a hair tut, layer cut, or style from your tilsrlwia inovator.
Team through set. & receive a free Coke.
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP ‘.
. Aridtalonee Sham poosSonditionerS, Istarkarn, RK Image 
Products753-1953 309N lath
Plenty of Free parking next to Old Carnage House
IllitJanalelallgaillillea411406111C)1111100411K )111111C ARK ASK Aloil
IS THE DAY OF THE CAT.
FRIDAY IS THE DAY OF THE CAT.,
At your Mercury deder
The all-new 1979 Mercury Marquis.
Science helps create a new. Mercury Marquis standard of driving comfort.
The most scientifically engineered Marquis in history. More New maneuverability of a tighter turning diameter Re-engi -
beautiful More aerodynamic than lost year. Computer anal- .neered command seating position for driver. Re-engineered
ysis helps' giveMarquis more headroom, leg r00m. shoulder nde - Marquis corners Idler. takes ceps and bumps withroom. New 16.41 steering ratio for more responsive steeling. 'greater stability A new Marquis standard of driving comfort
The all-new 1979 Capri from Mercury
A miracle at under $4.7oo!
CCIart hot lest CierOdynamic drag than a '78 Corvette Tact),
buckets. four-on the- .ac and-pinion sfeenng front discs
Woe 197'9 Mercury Bobcat. rh. most beautiful Bobcat ever
And loaded with Yalta
Beautiful new styling Styled steel
wheels Steel-belted radials
Rock-imici-pinion steering
• Sent-disc brakes Tinted •
-0055 ATIOTTalkirrnitik be
deleted kir credit). AS
standard Bobcat even j
winos witt. J k)w down skim bogs. S.door
or wagon. you're going to 10Ve that Bobcat
See all the exciting '79's. The
And the precision-si
•
and 23 L. ohc engine standard. Coil/strut suspe- nsion makes
this Capri o car that can handle At a price you can harttle
'Sticker price as shown. Destination charges, title, taxes extra"
The 1979 Zephyr Z-7 Styled ki polo choigis in your me,




7 has a price.
that will come as
a very pleasant shock_ .
2-7 letbds a full-line of 4-or
Zepeses sporty- 2 kSoorZifphyrs Ire'
leohyr ES TVne r)nd carry 4-door wogon
bold Cougar XR-7%.
ze Monarchs.
Hatcher   Autolale
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MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
grwin 4c9Ccrtes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.








Toyota & GMC Trucks
So. 12th 753-49E1















Lindsey Hudspeth (22) is met by a trio of Morehead defenders as Dan Hut-
chinson (64) and Kris Robbins (85) watch. Murray hosts UT-Martin Saturday in







Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.





-79's Will Be Arriving Soon!
• '.' C-15, Cherokee, Wagoneer & TruCks,
Pacer Pacer Wagon, AMX, Spirit and Con-
-tort:
Cain's AMC, Jeep.
-° 641 North 753 6448
Southside Manor
New Ideas ,Proir Murray's
Olde*t-Cor Dealer








West Kentucky's Economy Car Center
800 Chestnyt
AtiOS 5000 '
' This Car Of The Year to Germany
Representing









Al! The Way Tigers
Hours:
Sam til 11 p m Sun.-Thurs.
8 a.m lit Midnight Fri. & Sat.
Breakfast Served 8 a it to 10.30 a.m.
North 12th St.
Before Or After The Game





























for style  corn-
ort an• wain"










dry even for those who
perspire heavily 3-ounce
(net wt ) spray
CHAIN SAW
Light Weight (7.2 Lb.)
10" Bar And Chain





Ladies' acrylic -knit gloves in:
solids and color combina-




For a cleaner shine on fumi




Windex refill in 32-fl. punce




Delicious fig bar cookies
in economical 2-pound





















lognamiriso tni 44.1/tAt 10,111allift t r•HIS 




Bibles & Church Supplies
- Reference & Inspirational Books











*Caught, Astimatk Transmission service
- *Met End Alignment
20,• s. its •Camplete T.-va & Repair Service















Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
• 1/2 Block E. of S; 12th
None 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal









We us• plastic &
weal treatment for
ASO SO. 13111 abolit 753-014
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
 Ky. take-State Park - Ph. 474-2745
Ktittiwkii fried Ckiektit
'it's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Oer /Inhalers IMO and Hem Sandwiches





South 12th St. - Murray
III 414 Pir:STS04 40t.'
















Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
...Attend Church
Bapttst •
  - 0111111111,11 -•
Wardilpisraine 11 :MI 0.a.






lanmigliZZ# It: AI a.m.






Morning Worship 11:00a.m. •





Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship' 6:30 p.m.
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOyRIUTURE Keel Purchase Tire
Your Complete Tire Sorrica Center








Singkk,eaning Wors. 5:30, 6: 00 p.m.
11000 RIVER
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship -4t30 pin.
KIMSEY. IMPOST 
..7
Morning Worship , 11:00 a in.




10 50 a.m.: 
6!00 p.m.







Evening Worship 645 p.m
ClIIT CORNER
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p.m
ELM GROVE
Morning Worship 11.00a in
Evening Worship 6.45 p in
SALIM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m;
OWENS OIAREL
Morning Worship 11:003.m.
Everting Worship 5.30 p m &6. 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School t 9.30a .m





Elonday School 10:00 a.m.
Wiwi* Service "'1100a.m.






Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 11 : 00 a .m.
Evening Worship 700 p.m.
0181141/1 STREET GENERALI400;cm.
Sunday School




Preaching 1100a.m & 6.00 p.m.
Wednesday night 7.00 p.m.•
SPRING CHEZ
Morning Worship °WI" 111 1 00a .m.
Prennig Worship 7•00p.m
ST. 10104 BAPTIST CHURCN
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School 9-30 am
DEXTER BAPTIST CNURCI.
Wednesday Service 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School 10700a.m.
Worship Service 1110a.m.









Sunday School 10. 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p.m.
Christian
NW 00811AX




Evening Service 6:00 p.m
OW01 OF JESUS 01INST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg.
Sunday School ' 10:45 a .tn.







Farmer Ave. and 17th St.. Murray. Ky ,






Worship/kw 9 45 a m
Church Mod. 11 00 a m
V10.08, liTEIBAN
I 15Zi =7 11 : a m
IIMiiip 10 30 a m
WV1111111 DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School , Sat 10 10s m.
Worship Service Sat 9 15 a m
Lb aing5 are 3:Setter
Callorthaa antiques. has beesem ASS iner.111 AM/nes SI psalms. OM damp
whether they i)e husks,* glen sr pereelein are segarly might Am. 111 nom
that three thing. ...mire ea added Oho Or panne ahem keg ow Thry marelly
became:inure #.1ualihramnb-agar- - - -   -  • 
This is not the cam with people. Oar
sae to place a higher "aloe on
elder pimple: CM the eastrary, the elder a
penman L. the low satiable he seem* so b. to
society. This titOos# little come, far seaior
dorm& pour. iRrad.autage of incurred wis-
dom along ...idh their inerareed age. Kate
erre your ehurcili and community lakes ad.
rename of the skills end talents of a. ulnae



















10- 45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
WEST MURRAY




Evening Worship 0:00 p.m.
WHITS, & POPLAR
Worship Service 10;40 aim.
Evening Worship 600p.m.
NEW CONCORD

























Morning Worship 1e:50 a.m.
Evening Worship - 0:00p m
KIRIKSET CHURCH
OF 0111ST
Sunday School 10: 00 a .m.
Morning Worship 10:50 am.




Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.







. • Carl Howard
Murray Auto ligation
Thursday Night










Service 8 Soles - Parts
Mowers -Tillers -Choirs Sows








Flowers For All Occasions
Fuierof Arrangements • House Plants
500N .4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Love is Love's Reward
"..".-441arrens. .
MURRAY CHURCII •
Sunday School 9:45 am.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
N.Y P.S. Worship 5:15 P.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.




Evening Worship 5-30 pin.




Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service 11 00 a .rn
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School ) 9.45 amit
Worship Service 11, CO Lilt
OAT GROVE
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Worship Services 1 t a m., ?p.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship- 11. 00 a.m.
Evening Warship 7:00p.m.
FIIST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School 9: 30 a.m
Worship Service 10 45 a.m.
Pentecostal
ALMO ROM
Morning Worsluis   . -AM a sa.
Evening Worship 710 p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:00am.
Worship Services 11:00 am , 6.00 pm.
CAL VARY 11MPIE
Sunday School 1040 a.m.











UNITED, 310 ITVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
INWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
FIRST IMMO
Sunday Worship 30:Mass.& 7:110p.m
Tura ruirl • 711110m.




F ...Stokes Tractor & MIF1
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
An Coolitioning limisiag Commercial Dthipermier
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Tiny Tot Day Care
Infants To 5 VW,
artnecer Unseal- --
tim -710-11IN
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
- -Phone 753-5012
pr ,, Maim Coin-AMC
Jeep
lionim-Metwarr-Groodin kr, Pecer wirpra
Top Oselliy Use.I Cits














Sunday School 10.00 a m
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Worship 11 00 a.m.
MARTINI CRAM. UNITED
Worship Service 9:30 am.
Sunday School 10 30 a m
GOOD SWUM IMO
Worstilp service . . 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Scheel 10:00 a.m.
NINIMMINI111141111111
'§unday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Woritdp "a-m- MEDICARE
SMINIV OWED
Sunday SCB0111 10:00 a.m.
Morning Wasalp-- - 11:00a.m.
Captain Wit
seafood
111 N. 12th 753-9383
Hutson Chemical CO. inc.
"For All Your Fertlizer Needs"
103 Maple -153-1933
Even&WW100110-- 741"Ps'
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Larry Hale
507So. nth 753-2814
01111111/18.11111111111 753-8302
Worship Sortie* WEB BBL 111
Sunday 10:00 ami. 301 & 48, Sand.y
School 10.00 am. bil&IN01101107, 11:00
sin 3rd 44th softy
TIARA MU VW=
Morning WorshM 10: CO am.
Sunday School 11 00 a m
vs.-% motic p FREE
DELIVERY
DISCOUNT ./41.4444my,
"The Pres,‘ription Specialists" 
104_114th. ST.MURRAY,
ROT MONODIST
Worship l:45& 10:50 am
MESSRS CRAM UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a_m.
Morning Warship 11:00am
 LYNN
Worship Service 11:45 a.m.
Church School 10:45 a.m.
6051101marmooar
Cnurch School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a-an.-
Evening Services: Worship 630 p.m.
COLE'S CA1181111111111111
Worship service - -mistatin.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11.00a.m.,6:00 p.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 151 Sunday &
11:00 a .m 3rd Sunday Sunday School -
11:00a.m. 1st Sunday--- 10:00 a.m. 2nd,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL .-_ • •
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd &May;
11:00 a.m. 40 Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services 10-4S a.m.
OEM. UNITED
Morning Worship 9.30 am.,
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.'
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.













Or Fine Pruning': 753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest --Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans














- Ts-elfin Miry. 60
Alarms, Ky. 474-2204
Authorized Mercruiser Sales I Service
'A-
112Nmilif
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ML YEAR
_ _
Tops & Jeans For the Family






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
1 West Ky. Rural TelephoneOen B. Sears, Gen. MersogerSouring brevet, Callemy. , Marshal. Carlisle Coomtios to itysad
11.0ry c. , Tenn
753-4351 or 247-4350
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
FamollS rkh-Dinners
, on II% s Mat Aurora
474.2202
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.






JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
llocrey Serving Collowira Greve.,
753 1.123 and Curlislis Confine.
Hendon's Service Station --
CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
is.. It& Street Phone 753 1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric... -
Soles and Service
Miens 7.53-S101 '  4tfris-..rrzr=7-
•
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Swanstadt Built
By Former
















SWANSTADT — The lovely Southern Colonial home built by the late
Warren Stanley Swann is located at 703 Main Street. Members of the
Swann family occupied the home until 1969. The home features four










home include a drawing room, morning room, library, dining room, kit-
chen, three bedrooms, two baths, terrace and sunporch. A winding
staircase leads off the entry hall. Many of the home's original furnishings
were made especially for it.
Swanstadt; located at 703 Main Street, was built in the late 1920s bythe late Warren Stanley Swann, former president of the Bank of Murray,former mayor and tobacconist. The lovely Southern Colonial home wasoccupied by, members of ,the Swann family until 1969. Later it was soldto Joe_tial Spann, who used it as the office for his real estate firm. The loton which the home is located has now been sold, and Spann is in theprocess of selling the home's valuable pieces, such as mantels, light fix-tures and hardware. Plans call for the home to be torn down within ayear. ,
The four-columned home features an entry hall 1.4 a winding stair-case.
h\
To the left of the entry hall is a drawing room whi h leads off to alibrary. A Waterford crystal chandelier is the focal point of the drawingroom. On the right of the hall is a morning room. Frescos, a type ofplaster and paint molding, adorn the ceiling of this room. The rear of thehome features a totally walnut dining room and a kitchen. French doorsopen from the drawing room and the dining room to a freeform terrace.The upstairs of the solid brick home has three bedrooms, two ofwhich have fireplaces, and two baths,One bedroom opens onto a sun-porch. A small balcony overlooks the front of the home.
Many of the home's original furnishings were imported and especiallymade for the residence. One example of this was an hvers and Pond'piano featuring swan legs and gold leaf.
FRESCOS-- A typ4" of piaster and paint molding, frescos, adorn the ceiling of the morning room. The frescos are inpanels around the edge of the ceiling. A large fresco over the fireplace of this room features a chariot scene.
ft 
CORNER—CABINET -- Two arched walnut corner cabinets, such as this one,enhance the beauty of the totally walnut dining room. French doors open frog) 











































































































































Schedules For The Week Of Oct. 7-Oct.






8:00 -.Chi. of Soper-
trios&9:00 _ sce.iy i kg sk.
10:30 --Pent.er




•7:00_ kip,* Des -.
WSM-4,
5:35 - Agri. USA
ir:25-tare Digest
630- Itnent el Lost
1:00 - TelletStalK•
1:30 -Coildla
9'3° --.11""satit 110:00 - Krefft
I I 48- fil‘' wilnsei11-30--'---T pones
1200 - Net hnige
12: 30 - thweartemeill "
—
WTVF-5











340- Inw4141° - • '
41'130 - (1"01liCamete
4:39, Die Ng Nei
5;01k7.01.1116_:-
5:10 -Nee New Ilionwys
6:00-- Nee Ilea
7:00 --Blois
7:30 - Good Times





























3:03 -- Mot 1, Champ.






11:45 - Jake lin
12:15-News
-
11:34 - kg Attert
'1700:00_-Nwasesis Illks
_ L30 -Mac Oitics . 
0-11112:0 _
2:30- Weds! S. .4 Gall -




7: 30 -feed News
8:00- Am. Oils _
9:00- Dales
10:00 - Users -
10:30- Gionsaseem
11.30 - flesh. 4. -1166- -
I' _
11:00-tab.













10:30 - UK football
1- liCAAlessibali--k7:61-"-14-
11:30 World of Sets:
5:30- Newsivetch
COO - lags honey
t:00 -I- Caner Co.
7:30- Apple
$00-tow, Boat
9:00 - Fee. islanc
112:00 - News watt.





571311-_-Plg lkoae The Ca, •
S:30- Mash. Mask
6:00- Scene at 6







12:45- PTL alit :








1 2:30-Price is light
1:00 - With This Mae













II:30- Kik Are . -
1:00 - Directsows ,
1:30 - - TIM
2:30 - no. ig. chow
WSM-4
6:20-- hunt Digest











3:00 _ NFL Football
6:00- Disney
7:00- Ifig trent












9:30- Two Rivets Bolsi,
10,30-111 Is Written
I 1:00 - TSU Football
11:30-. NFL Football
Doubleheader
3:00- World S. of Golf
5:00- News - ,
530- WTVF Reports •
6:00_40 Min. -.4i.30-
7:00 Met,





11:30-- face the Nation





, 7,30- Gospel Singing
8:30- Paducah Dive.
9:15- Narniftoe Bros.





12:00- Ky. Afield _
12:30 - NFL '78








10:30 - MSLI Footbell













11:00-This is the Life
11-30 - NFL Dovblehea-
der
6:00 - Sixty Minutes7  mary




















12, 30 - Johnny MMors
1:30- Nes v hit/
2:00- Marty Robbins
2:30 - Lawrence Welk
3:30 - Award Mov
5:30-Wild Kingdom
6,00 - Nency Drew






















9:00 - 120,000 Fryinea 
9
10:00-Nom OSP
10: 30 - isolly feed .
10:00 - Edge ef Oak
11:30- Ryan's Nape
12:00- All My Child.
12'3°-1:00-Owe Life











7:00 -Good Go Morn. Am.
9:00- 700 Club
1g:30 -fwnily Feud
11:00-a 20,030 PY to"
id
11:30 -Rye's Hope
12:00- AN My chilli.
LOD- One life `to.. Gan, 00,04
3,00 - Edge of lOglit3:10 _ ,,,,..,,
1" ta • MGM -
Thearet 



























0,00- la in the Fans-





or om.11:30- Search f T
12:00- Ted the bad
-tt:S0- VIerldierse—s-
1:30 - Guiding Light
2:30-- M•A•S' H
3:00-Our Gang








6:54 - Pastor Speaks
7:00 - Today -
9:00-Phil Donahue

























3:00 ___ meta Game -








2:9 - Anetiwer World




5:307 News.__ _. 
-6:30 -Scene at 6
2:00- Another WeeM
3:00 - Richer, Poorer













• 10: 15 - Nowswatch
1et43,C4,.Feetbell -78















- • . 
WSM-4
7:00-Little House
11:00 Movie-10:00-- Scene e to









10:30- Movie : ,









102: I TrOligillimerreel \
KFVS-12
6:30-Viewpoint .














1:00-- 3's Centpleg '
8.:30 - Terri ' -








6: 1 5 - then
6.30-News
POO - Nappy Days
7:30- Laverne i Shirley
8:00- 3's Company
8:30- Taxi













7:00 - Paper Chase
8:00-Movie
10:00 - News


























:11 30-m ale •
..
WSIL-3
5:30 - Cactus Pete
6:15-- Newt
6,30 - News









7,00 Dick Clark .
6:00-Ma"YAM-






























fl GUIDE FOR THURSDAY. •
WNGE-2
7:00 Meth a Wall
7:30 What's NO.. .










5:30 - Cactus Pete
11:1S- News
6.).- News
7:00 Mork & Mindy
7:30- What's Nee






71110- Project UFO 
'
_ • t'.._1:00- Wail • •
9,00 -*TO.






9:00 Noweii Five :0
10-00 New; •
10:30- Mary T. Moore
11:00 Movie .
11,45 Alp . The Sand
Bei"
1,15 News
:45, Si n Off
WPSD-6
6:30- Marty Robbins







6:30 -_ World of An100_







17-00 News TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY.
- • WIIGE-2
7:Q0 Pony a Merle
1-00 Mee*,
tO • 00 - N.w....tcb
10181.-..raseeir Movie
12: n __ 1011 Club
2 Id New I watch/o.
. ,dl W0.--..-
WSIL-3
5i30 - Cactus Pets










7/00 - Waverly Wen-
den











11:30- On T. Meer'
-09919.„
NIPS' 0-6 1-
li 30 Family Feed '
---Nr1IS-12
jripo_ moth Gob.
740 - Weedier Women
, SAO- Istawdlble INN:
0:00 -- nth% MO














$ p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. Karl Haas offers a
musical foliage tour replete
with music Inspired by forests
and trees.
7:30 p.m. Spider's Web.
Fifth of eight segments oeMr=
Side of the Maintain * Jean
George.
Saturday, Oct. 7
10 a.m. Folk Festival fJ.S.A. --
(new time) "Fifty Years of
Folk Festivals." The golden
anniversary is celebrated in
this docementary of festivals
past and present.
Noon. Music of the Italian
Masters. This quarter tfie
music of Antonio Vivaldi is
featured; Today we hetir "The
Four Seasons" and "Kyrie."
p.m. "The Tree Of
-Ghastity7"-a- comic--opera-by
7 p.m. Earplay. "Murder
Therapy," by David Kranes.
A psycological thriller: about
a man who feels compelled to
commit a murder, against his
own revulsion at the thought of
the crime.
-
Sunday, Oct. 8 • ,
• 12:30 p.m. Auditarium
Organ. Organist John Obetz
performs the music of
Alphonse Alain. .
Gulla.peirge living on the Sea
Islands along the coast tof
South Carolina.
1 9.M. -Wes: The Unan-
swered 4lisestiest. This regular
feature Of Monday's Afternoon
Classics today looks at
ChaTles Ives' strong opinions
about the gr'eat musical
traditions.
9 P.m. BBC Science
Stagazine.:Poverty, drugs and
1 the risk of cancer; mass
destruction of bacteria in
several of the world's lakes;
poppy seeds and jalindness;
the search for gravity waves.
tiade Available Island Sketches," The
3 p.m. Lave coverage of the
White House performance by
international opera star
Leontyne Price, including




7 p.m. Bruno Walter
Legacy. Mozart: Symphony
no. 38 (Prague): Wagner:
S4eg-feie4 -B-rehrits
Soler. Symphony no. 2. Dr. Alter
conducts the French National
Program Guide Symphony Orchestra-
Monday, Oct. 9
9 a.m. Crossroads. "Sea
- •
A 32-page program guide for
WKMS-FM, --the-- -non- .
commercial radio station of
Murray State University, is
available at no cost to
listeners upon request. -
Bruce Smith, station
manager, said the publication ,
lists starting times for more,
than 50 different programs for
the fall schedule, which began
Oct. ir WKMS broadcasts at
91.3 on the FM dial.
.Smith said listeners may
obtain a copy of the program •
guide by- writing or calling:
WKMS-FM; Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, (502) 762-4661.
NU grz LIKE SHOW BIZ-
NEW YORK (API When a
young man, fresh out of Du-
quesne University, applied in
057 for a job at a Pittsburgh
ad agency, he was advised to
forget advertising as a career.
Officials at the agency, Ket-
chum, MacLeod dt Grove, said
he should keep plugging away
at his first choice — the enter-
tainment field:
The man was Bobby Vinton,
who went on to sell more than
25 Million hit records.
Peabody award-winning
documentary describing the













. ,c.ine & Health
l.:33 Sign-off
Tuesday, Oct. 10
9 ir•In. Options. "Twentieth
Century Physics."
II p.m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. Webern: Six
Pieces for Orchestra; Men-
work.
7 p.m. NBC Short Stpry. "De
Mortius" by John Collier.







9 a.m. Opgaas, "Camp
Meeting." • A trip to the
Calvary Tabernacle in
Ashland, Virginia to attend an
did-fashjoned camp meeting.
7:30 p.m. Spider's Web.
First of two programs of
Animal Make-up Tales with
Mr. Dick.
8 p.m. Jazz Revisited.- Two
recordings of the same tune by
the same artist, including a
comparison of "onfessin',"
-deissohn-: Overture-,- optm-21----recorded by • tzlillr
Armstrong.and excerpts from Incidental
Music; Berlioz: Harold in
Italy: James Levine, con-
ductor.
Wednesday; Oct. 11
9 a.m. Options. Country
music performer and per-
sonality Jimmy Walker is
interviewed about his life and














litEWS 11 NEWS n
as nazis
-bates: Rising '
Costs In Educa- A Changing
tion: The Federal Society
 Res e? 
ve Lfs A Freak ON-AIR77'
8;oo
Friday, Oct. 13
# a.M. Opiltals in Education.
"School Boards." How
powerful is your local board?
What issues is it concerned
with? Are members paid?































- -Oct . 12
Sign-off Sign-off
1.. ,or Melvin Henley
2. Mancil,Ifinscn Director of Allard Affairs Office
1. ICU Political Scientist, Joe Row"
2. Jin Johnson, Secretary of the 14.r.r.,..y 'Calloway Canty of Corr...--2-.
-1. Hook Review: like Miller
2. Weekly Shopping Basket
3. Joseph Rahman- with tiLstcry in Perspective
1, HSU Eccrioirdst LtbbyMoreton,
2. Clell Peterson, ornithe.logist
'11d.tty 1. Margaret Trevathan, Callowa,y County Librarian, with Library' CornerOct. 1! .' "Silbert Bhockhoff, Immanuel Int/wren Church
F.attenbach, wroF News Director
-SCHOOL
LuncH mEnu
The menus for the various
Innrthrooms -for- both- -the
Calloway County and Murray
City School systems for the
week of Oct. 9 to 12 have been
released by Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor, Calloway
County., and Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor, Murray
City. School will not be ,in
session on Friday, Oct_ 13, due











hamburgers, ham and cheese
sandwich, beef stew. A variety
of salads,- vegetables, bread,
desserts, le cream, milk, iced
tea, lemonade, and an open




hamburger or grilled cheese;
Tuesday-hot dog or taco
Salad; Wednesday--
hamburger or fried chicken;
Thursday-hot dog or bar-
becue sandwich. Milk and a
verity of fruits, vegetables,




hamburger, corn dog, sub-
marine, salad bar; Tuesday-
hamburger, pizza, fish san-




fried 'Steak, salad bar. A
- variety of fruits and








and honey, raisin cookie;
Thursday-hamburger, taco,
cookie. A variety of fruits and




beans, slaw, cake; Tuesday-
ravioli, green beans, pears,
French bread, ice cream;
Wednesday--chicken,
creamed potatoes and gravy,
celery and carrot sticks,
Angel biscuits, cookie;
5Fherrsday-hamburger,





All The Newest Releases First!




Large Selection of Country









. We have a limited supply of The Beatles "Sgt. Peppei
. 4.•
Lonely 14egorts4Club" end Rocky Hirer Picture Show.
Th.ction .44burns in Mos area
lioru r estsItot„°Pelaiound_ 





Mayor Melvin Henley will
have an open forum for
quesriens called in by viewers
on 'current issues of the
community. All questions are
welcome. The phone number
is 762-4661. — •
Mancil Vinson, director of




will have a disco on
tv open to the public from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. Free admission.
THURSDAY, Oct. 12
Dr. Clell Peterson of MSU
-English Department will give
&presentation on birds. - -
FRIDAY, Oct. 13
. Marion Hattenbach, news
and public affairs director an
a new faculty member in
journalism, radio-tv will be
interviewed. The interview
will cover her reasons for
coming to Murray as Ivell ag
her impressions. -4
Robert Brockoff from tM --
Immanuel Lutheran Church in
Murray.
Hello, stranger.
Searching for answers to all those who/what/wherequestions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job tohelp you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very








Probably caused by • virus, it generally attacks
children between two and six years old. After
exposure its incubation period averages 16 days
during which time a slight fever, headache or
backache may occur. Then comes a series of rashes.
It is important to call a physician. 1. or scratching
can cause an erysipelas infection or an abces.s. Mouth
lesions may affect the larynx. An adult attack can be4 more serious, so grown-ups should avoid esposure.. ... R
"A GREAT MANY PEOPLE ENTRUST US with t-heir
prescriptioas, health needs and other pharmacy
products. We consider this trust a privilege and a duty.
May we be your person* family pharmacy "
•
scorn •
g. ,'We Want To Be Your DT:ug S753tore:2'547
ILdR1RVIRniigRVRORVP:V R
• a'
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'Special Unit-Will
— Inspect Railroads
.. _FRANKFORT, Ky. lAP1. 
A special rail unit is being
created within the Depart-
ment of Transportation to
make safety inspections of
Kentuckyrailroads.
The new unit is the result of
• a report to the governor on
4tal1road- -satetr- Ind- the
Aliment of hazardous
materials. The report was
made by the Transportation
Department and the Depar-
tment for 5atural Resource,i
and -Envikonmental Protec-
tion earlier. this year.
Tbe-illiasiy_was __ordered_ by_
Gce.;.Julian Carroll in the
wake of a series of train
derailments involving
za ous ma •na in
1977 and early this. year.
Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson announced
creation of the new unit at a
news conference Thursday.
He said the first duty of .the
- unit_ will be to inspect railroad
-tracks, but Grayson said he.
hopea. the unit's work even-
tually wkll be expanded to
include equipment.
One. inspector has been
hired and Grayson Suid he
hoped to have four on -the
payroll, at salaries of $18,508-
each, by • the •end of the next
fiscal year. The unit will be
headed by a supervisor, who
has not yet been hired.
- Grayson - admitted that
inspectors will be hard-to find
because of higher saLiries
paid by indpstry and the
federal government. The
inspectors must have at least
six years experience with.
construction or maintenance
of tracks and must pass
written and field tests.
He said the new unit may
also face legal questions about
its authority and added he has
asked the attorney general's
office for an opinion:
"But even if we -are limited
legally, we can sure make a
lot of harrassmeat," Grayson
said. We can let people know
that a bridge or section of
-traekisurisale. -
"I feel this is an important
step for our department,"
Grayson said.
The new unit will be funded
with $300,000 in general fund
money through the remainder
of the biennium.
-The report- to Carroll said
The number of railroad ac-
cidents in Kentucky doubled in
the two years between 1975
and 1977. It said three
carriers, the Louisville &
Nashville; Chesapeake & Ohio
and Illinois Central Gulf
railroads, were involved in
--almost nine out of every -t0
accidents.
—
.,,Brown, the first child con-
ceived outside the human
body;details of the birth
Tuesday bf the second test-
tube baby
secrecy,. -
The names of the
and child were kept slue
apparently because
stigma of laboratory- con-
ception might haver the
baby's. _ future. __marriage
prospects in India's con-
servative Hindu society.
First word of the birth, at a
unidentified nursing hcime in
this teeming city on India's
east coast, came Thursday in
broadcasts by Calcutta's state
radio.
The three researchers later
appeared on Calcutta
television and said their
procedure differed- ,in-some





PAINTING AN IN TERN - Jamie Winters 8 daughter of Dale Winters of Greenbriar,
• Tennessee enjoys "Painting an Intern" at Piney Campground's Campers fair held
recently in the southern end of Land Between The Lakes, T% s 1-'0,000-acre public
demonstration area in te. estern Kentucky and Tennessee.
Hoopla Connecte
India's TestIubeitaby Report
(T V knot° by Sieyelutto.
CALCUTTA, India (AP - by two British physicians who
Indian medical researChers, _engineered the birth of baby
have announced the birth of Louise, but didn't say how.
Calcutta television. taellthe world's second test-tube
tified the researchers as Drs.baby - a seven-pound, six:.
ounce girl. • Sunit Mukherjee and Subhash
Mukherjee of Calcutta
But unlike the world hoopla Medical College and
that greeted the July 25 birth Dajadavpur University
in Oldham, England of Louise biology researcher Saroj K.
Bhattadirya..
Bhattacharya was quoted as
saying that, as in`the Brown
birth, laboratory conception
was tried because the
—nfother's Fallopian tubes were
_ blocked.
The „.soi-called test-tube
ellure was pioneered in
grigtand by gyneologist
Patrick-i. kteptoe and Cam-
bridge Univ'eraity physiologist
Robert_ Edwards to cir-
cumvent Fallopian 'blockage.
They removed the tiny egg
from the mother's ovary,
fertilized it with the father's
sperm in a sophisticated glass
laboratory container,and then
implanted the erribryo in the
mother's womb where it
developed as a normal fetus.
In -normal conception, -air-
egg from. the mother's ovary
travels through the Fallopian
hele-die womb, there to be
fertilized by sperm from the
father.
The Indian researchers said
the mother's egg was fer-
tilized after it was kept in an
incubator for 31't days.
- "What we have done is
being done in England and in
America, only in America the
Let's Stay We D. F.J.L. BLAS1NGAME
Discuss Necessity Of X-Rays
With Your Dentist Or Physician
Q. Mrs. C. T. writes that
she has a problem with her
dentist who, in her judg-
ment, wants to X-ray her
teeth too- frequently when
she goes for her regular
----dental checkups. On occa-
sion, it. is a 'complete
mouth X-ray, while It
other Hines, X-rays are
taken of the "back" teeth
in her upper and lower
jaw.
She want suggestions for
handling this matter. He is
- a good dentist, sad she
the child under wraps but.
neighbors and local health
authorities said recently_ the
child was growing steadily.
rays. In addition, infection committee concIu-ded 'that—
and other disease may be. the over-utilization of X-
diagnosed in the tissue rays for &agnostic pui--
about the rdot of a tooth, posed exists and is a finan-
asubchas. "pyorrhea or an cial burden on the public.ess
Opinions differed among
However,. the health of the experts who appeared
teeth and the adjacent tia- before the subcommittee- --
sues can 'quite accurately ..as to the health risk I:4
be diagnosed and treated overexposure.
by ,the dentist -taking a Modern equipment is de-
history regarding pain or signed to get results with a
other symptoms and by minimum of X-ray output,
examining the teeth, and the training, of most
gums, and jaws. X-rays persons who use the ma..
can be used to determine' chines has improved so
wants La continue_ to use the extent and exact Inca-, that patient exposure is
his services. •
A. You are the-patient,
-and you have every right to
a rut_ t,lack nu
dentist or your physician to
justify the neoessity for X-
rays.
X-rays of teeth assist in
the detection of decay,
even very small cavities.
These can be readily seen
between the teeth and at
the gum margins, as well
as elsewhere on dental X-
lion of disease If it-13-- -kept down to the necessaill
suspected from a careful- level.
history and examination. A
kood history and careful
examination by a physi-
cian oft eC *lake X-raying
unnecessary. Several
months ago, hearings were _
conducted in Washington
before a subcommittees on
health by Congressmki
Paul Rogers regarding the
use of X-rayg- in dentisty -
and medicine. The sub-
Grand Jury Expected To GiveReport"-
Tuesday On Hunt-Automobile Hearings
doctors don't tell the-press," 
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP,
Bhattacharya said in a terse 
The Franklin County grand--
telephone interview in which' jurY 
is expected to issue a
he refused to provide details,
report Tuesday after encting
wo days-of secret hearings on
A spokesman for Calcutta the case of two state
Medical College was equally automobiles which eventually
secretive, saying: "It's not for were sold to the family of
the press. We are keeping it a former state Democratic
secret. I won't tell you chairman Howard "Sonny"
anything on this."
John and Leslie Brown,—
parents of the•English infant, .Ang the witnesses
sold -exclusive rights to their Thursday were Hunt and
story to the Daily Mail,a former Finance -Secretary
London tabloid, for about
$600,000. There was no in-
dication any similar deal
might be planned in India.
Baby Louise, now 11 weeks
old, was born to a circus-like
fanfare in the world press. Her
-31-year-old mother and truck
driver father have since kept
`t •
Russell McClure, both ac-
companied by lawyers. Both
refused any,. comment to
nev4 smen.
Hunt was inside the jury
room only 15 minutes, and
'McClure was inside for nearly
one and one half hours.
Commonwealth Attorney
Ray Corns indicated the
--jurors would issue ra report
Tuesday morning.
Another witness on the final
day was William Scent, also a
former finance secretary now
practicing law at Hopkin-
sville. He said he volunteered
to testify.
A number of others, in-
cluding state employees and
members "of Hunt's family;
were invited to testify. Corns
told reporters afterward that
there have been no surprises. • -
The case started with an
audit report by State Auditor
George Atkins, who criticised
the transfer of the vehicles
and said state laws' and
regulations had been violated
because the cars had not been
sold at auction or under sealed
bids. Atkins was among those
X-ray diagnosis has an
appropriate, essential part
In modern- -dentistry- and--
medicine, but X-rays
'should not be abused and
used as a shortcut to diag--
X:rays should be '
used to locate disease and
limited to cases where X-
' raying is essential to con-
-lam disease and improve
, the accuracy of diagnosis.
Of course, X-ray thera-
pists use much larger, lo-
calized doses in the treat-
ment of some diseases,
such as certain forms of
cancer.
You haye an obligation
---to yourself and - to your
testifying Wednesday. • dentist and physician to
After A,tkins' report, .the discuss your concern about
attorney general's office your X-rays. Their use in
conducted an investigation your case may be justified- --
and-turned over a-voluminous- and readily explainable. If
report to Corns, who obtained
an extension of the current
grand jury's term to go over
the matter again.
Howard Hunt Sr. has sent
the state a $1,300 check, which
he indicated would cover the
remaining cost for both the
I972 Ambassador and the 1970
Scout which were transferred
from state ownership.
. Records indicate the state
earlier received $700 for the
Scout. - _-
Five of the 12 jurors are'
state workers. Corns said the
investigation. Is_ progressing
very well."
1st'. Annual Speech And Pk-0ring_










Sponsored By: MSU Speech And Hearing Club
Come and see our fabulous merchandise! All donated. by Kentucky-Artists








not, your concern may
make your health-care • •
professionals more cau-


























'Ars. Ada Beth Geurin




Gene & Jp's Florist \
Dennison Hunt
Ruby's Craft House










Some Of Our Donators Are:
















little Red House of. Craft
Thse Beauty Bo%









Susanne's fine Art & Custom Trame4
Donna's Needlecraft-
















The Daughters of the American Resolon:Munsty Chapter
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per month plus free
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TIT C9MMONWE4LTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT THE FARMERS —
EXCHANGE BANK, A CORPORATION PLAN- - -
TIFF,. VERSUS TERRY SINGLETON AND
WIFE, JANIE SINGLETON; AND COM-
MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, couNry or
'CALLOWAY DEFENDANT
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of hale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the Sep-
tember 22 Term thereof 1978, in the above cause,
for the sum of Five Hundred .Fifty Four and
69/100 )554.69) Dollars, with interest at the rate
ofT7 per cent per annum from the 22nd day of Sep-
tember 1978, until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on thev23rd day of Oc-
tober-1%11;g 1:00 O'clock P.M., or-thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following described
property, to-wit:
Being Lots Nos. 836 and 837, Unit 111, of Ken-
tucky Lake Development Corporation Sub-
division as shown by plat of same which is r,ecor-
ded in Plat Book 3-, page 35, in the office of the
County Court Clerk of Calloway County, Ken-
tucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Terry •
Siryleton and wife, Janie Singleton, by deed of
LaVerne Labadie dated Septembet 9, 1976, and -
of record on Microfile in Book 156, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 8, Card 1039, in the Calloway County
Court's office, Murray, Kentucky.
For the purchase price,tthe purchaser must
execute bond,-with approved securities, bearing .
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and •
having-the force and effect of a judgment. Bid--
derewill be prepared to comply promptly with  -
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan





NO! NO./ IF I SAY












_FOR_ _WAT KINS_ _ Products._
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.




Shampoo 8 Set $3.50
Hair Cuts $3.00 1
Permaaant Waves
Start al  $12.50'









folks at *limy Datum,
Inc. can spell...WASTE.
S. LOST & FOUND
BOYS 1978 Calloway County
H.S. class ring. Initials
J.M.R. Reward. Call after 5
- pm, 783-7358. '
LOST, black steer with white
face in New Concord Area
Call 753-8755.
- e. HELP-WANTED
BABYSITTER IN my home
Week day afternoons. Own
transportation • and
references required. C411753-
9520, after 5 pm.
-e -
DRIVERS WANTED FOR
R.P. Lundy Trucking Co.
Requirments: Minimum
age 23, Tenn. chauffers











cook. Apply in person at
Trenholmes Rest., 1206
Chestnut. -
WANTED LADY TO stay
with elderly lady. Call 753
4841 or 7S3-39.1L
15 ARTICLES FOR SALE
FIREPLACE inclosures
with glaSS doors and- -wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, 564.99. Wallin
'Hardware, Paris, TN. _
FOR SALE 16 X 10 Sears
fence Call 453 0996 Or 753
5500
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipmegt now available at
N.
"S• 4)PP°RTU.44"' 'MUST SELL White 8 ft. truck
-EXTRA HOURS earns you cap. Living room suit, likenew and recliner. Call 753Moo -.per 1000 stuffing en-
velopes with our circulars.
For information write: 5$. S
Enterprises, 6750 Heti*, . 4 NEW MAQ,__POlished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inchRd., Middletown, Ohio 45042. with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
hite lette $160YOUNG PERSON 18-35
years- old to work through
Christmas, must nave ear
and be willing to travel up to
150 miles. Work 4 days a
week off 3 days Don't
inquire unless you're reedy
to go to work Send bar
plication, self snapshot to.





Lessons taught by qualified
professionals. 10 hours of
instructions, $35. West




25*. DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY $EE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE • 302 N. 12111
753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD 'USED- Restaurant
kitchen equipment, all types,
also walk-in cooler and.
freezer. Call 753-4470
OLD_ DOORS, Unusual or•
porcelian knobs, interior or





.& P Tool & Die Co., Inc..,
_Ilajort„City...ift. or...011.491- -
885-34-44:"
LADIES NEEDED FOR full
time and part time tern-





MAN WANTED for morning
hoursianiv, F for. a retired





Amortiz, •ri 5 years. Excellent
tax benefits. Famous old-time








 NEED DRUMMER and key„ Lynn baby bed. Call 489-2742
  -board- ptoyer for toceibind-.-4igters pff. _
• Call 382-2547 after 5 pm.
PART-TIME job for person
with medical background to
do medical exams for in-
surance companies. 502-737-
WANT TO BUY size 2 toddler
girls' clothes. Call 753-8001
after 5 pm.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE _
RESPONSIBLE BABY sitter
needed on occasional






perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar. 
STUFFERS AND mailers
Urgently Needed! $25 per
hundred GUARANTEED.
Send self addressed stamped
envelok, TK Enterprise,
Box 21679, Denver, CO 80221.
SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
one day a week on Thursday
for two $rnall children. Call
753 8393
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wati pipe 6" X 30", $17.88.
tnstulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
1_11._ HOME P_URNISHINGS 
COUCH, 3 chairs, dinet et
with 6 chairs. Can be seen at
808 N. 18th. 
FOR SALE. 30" Magic Chef
gas range. Like new, $50.
Consider trade for electric,
call 753-7450.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
20$ S6. Sib
G.E. AMERICANA double
oven, electric range, cop-'
pertone, $200. Phone 7,53-5282.
MAPLE FULL late hed,.. for
sale, $.35. Call 753-8998.
-RED PLAID couch and
chair, cocktail table and two





Service in Paducah call 1-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6160-----
TI. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used Singer
• s,ewing -machine, •Zig.-Zag.• ali
-regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
cam be arranged, tall
Martha Hopper 1-354-6521 or




- precis by Shox Stock,
E 24, $999, model. -HQ-30,
$11 99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, by Shox Stock,
 electric or battery op-
perated. $24.95, 39.99 and
49 99 Wallin Hardware,
Piaris, TN, 
FOR 5AJ._E 1973 KKS gleaner
combine and both headers.
Call 759-1130. • ..--r-
1974-.510--MASSEY Ferguson
combine with bothheads. 28"
R C tires, ' good condition,
$16,500 firm. Call after 5 pm,
1-658-3141.
,
- -- NEW SET OF right handed
PORTABLE e.E. stereo turn MG Lite McGregor golftable and two speakers. Call, irons. Retail value at $315,753-8234. .--- but will soil et • $275 or best
REMMINGTON PL-4 16 inch. 
ofmfer Cab 759-1291 after 5
haln saw vett • -
little, $135. Call FACTORY OUTLETT. New
 shipment' of fiberglass
sheeting for underpinning or
roof Mg. -MarShalI County
Monuments in Draffinvitle,





organs, used pianos. Lonardo




grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound,
whole or side 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 99 cents
a pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 6.42-
8201. One mile north of Paris'
on old Murray road.
2 BR 12 X 65 Mobile home, 24
X 24 family room. Call 436-
2310 after 12.
MOBILE HOME 12 X -65,
goad cond i ton, 2 BR, l',
bath, lots of extras. Call 759-
4088.
1974 MOBILE home, partly
furnished. Dishwasher, air
conditioner, must sell. Call
753-4139 after 4_pm. 
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel- oven. - washer.- and.
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
or 753 5816.




2 bedroom mobile -home. Located • 2 miles
southeast from Murray. Includes: 96 x 230 footlot, central heat and air, fireplace, paved
driveway, 2 car garage, tool shed, patio and, -.much more. Must be seen to he appreciated,/53-cria Shown by appointment -qnly:
CORRELLE Expressions,
AU patterns, 20 piece sets, -t"' 
Cadillac Seville-Demonstratori-all-thelm-
S39.99. Wallin Hardware, tras, big savings.Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains, as inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch, '$11.99 and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
CRAIO -0-TRACK stereo
tape. AM-FM radio, two 14
inch speakers, $65. Call 759-
174.
EARLY AMERICAN living
room suit, $25. Call 1-437-
4214
NOTICE FOR BIDS
''Sealed bids will be received at the Office of the
Calloway County Board of Education, College Farm
Rood until 12:00 noon on Friday, October 20, 1978,
for.. furnishing food and cleaning products to the
cafeterias of the Calloway County Schools and the
Murray Independent Schools. Bid forms may be ob-
tained at the Murray Board of Education office or
will be mailed upon request."
Price Reduced
2021 Catesberotigh Circle




We have two brand no, 3 BR brick homes that
are available to move in with transfer of deed in
Fairview Acres and Lynnwood Estates. These
are high quality homes on large lots Afar Murray
and priced in low 40s
We also have two 3 RR brick homes that iire in
good coriditioTh 2-3 miles from Murraj, on Hwy.
121 SE:priced to sell. Call u:s to see these homes
today.
Fulton Young Realty
2 Miles SE Murray on 121
_
1978 Chevrolet Caprice Classic, all the extras,
new car trade in.
1978 Pontiac Lemans Coupe,. less than 1.000
miles
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, new car trade
in, extra sharp.
1975 Oldsmobile 'Cutlass Supreme Coupe, double
power and air.
1975 Pontiac Ronnevine, 4 door, loaded, lo%v
mileage, one owner.
1974 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, good car, needs
Paint.
1974 Cutlass Supreme Coupe, double power and
air, sharp.
•
1974,0Idsmobile Cutlass S. Coupe, double power
and air:
1972 Chevy Impala Coupe, double power and air.
extra sharp.
1974 ford Pinto, automatic with air
1971 Chevrolet Malibu Coupe, double power and
air, new car trade in.
1974 Mercury Montego, 4 door, double power and
air
1968 Firebird Convertible, collectors item.





, STILL BIGGER SAVINGS!'
PURDOM
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27. MOO. HOME SALES. 36. RENT OR LEAS*
1978 14 X70 all electric, two
bedrooms, two baths Can-be
seen at Fox Meadows, B 2 or
cell 436 2711 after 2 pm.,
51-1.700 
11174 12_ X 6411 Mobile home. 2
BR. 2,,,bams. excellent con
altar% Call 7534423 between
and5, ilarfOr Chuck-.
It MOB HOME RENTS
14. X 4Q 2 BR, no pets, Ste44.7
cofnmunity, call after 5 30
7$9 4059 $70 plus $25 deposit
29. HEATING & COOLING
FRANKLIN STOVE with
damper and flue pipe Call
753-4951.
HEATERS Electric, 'Mat
thews 4000 W.;1 stack, S34.99
Wallin_ Hardware. Paris, TN_
41. PUBLIC SALES
`
AO X 60 FOOT Building,
- suitable for workshop, air
compresses' supplied 1215
Duguid Dr. Call /53-4995 ` 
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
FOR SALE-Registered
Polled- herford bulls. See
Heirchitt -Cooper or can. 233-
3336 after 5









31. WANT TO RENT
'BUILDING. GARAGE or
barn for boat and equipt-
ment. Resaonable. Call 7,53-
SUMS. - -
ONE FURNISHED , apart-
merit or, 2 bedroom. apart,
ment to share Contact Jess
King at Murray Plaza Court,
Room 29, or leave message 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
1 AND 2 BEDROOM apar




-No pets aitowed. Call 753
3264 
34.-MOUSES-FOR-RENT -
3 BEDROOM house, washer
and dryer hook-up, carpeted,
air condition, electric heat,
family only. No pets, deposit
and references required, $200
month hone . 753-2835.
THREE ROOM house, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioning
and carpet .furnished.
Available now Call 753 5500
or 753 6200.
36. RENT OR LEASE





-Paducah. 898-2868 after 2:30
pm
_ADORABS.E. eART Terrier,
6 months Old pUppy.
Excellent pet. Call 759-4141
between 9 and S. -
FOR SALE: 'Yorkshire
Terrier; male, 1 year old,
5100 or best offer. Call 753-
8001 after 5_pm. 
FOR SALE- 'One Male and
one female Cairn Terrier
puppies,. A months old.
Bargain price. Calf 436-2462.
N. PRODUCE
All three for 5.65 Call 435 42_74 4426 ci"caran-ta.,_p_airt7 1.), iagE or THE imps x
dishes, household items, car
seat, toys and games like
GARAGE SALE, Fri and
Sat. Clothes and
miscellaneous-items t mile*
east 94, turn on hwy_2110,,
foliow Signs. -to 
GARAGE SALE. Childres -
and adult clething, furniture,
toys, flowers.- household
goods, trenckets 1803
-C011ege Farm Rd at. Oct. 7,,
II to,' 
.ONLY FIVE MINUTtS from
towns. Mutiple party yard
-We. -U1- ft 5107 Rollaway
bed, elettr lc razor, cab,' 'V
needs repairs), fall and
summer clothes, bed
spreads, rugs, Avon and
other bottles, colones. large
selection of "Different'.
items. 94 E to jct. 280
Pottertown ftckt-toetitland •




FOR ' SALE TVVO female m.,s,,kao
wiry poen:13E917TO and brok-e








spring. One young male goat- and Sat Oct 6,7.8-30-5:30, "DID THE REDSKINS SCORE OR
POP A 13 tyrr-om-?
new for Christmas. Baby,
children and adult clothing.
Lots of miscellaneous.
Everything priced low, 73
and 50 cent items.
2 PARTY YARD sale, Fri.
and Sat. in Coldwater, across
from Chorch of Christ on 121.
Quilt sops, clothing, crafts,
depression - glass, plants,
etc...
PARTY GARAGE sale,
Sat. Oct. 7, 8 am, 1408 Dudley
Dr. Furniture, clothes, an
tiques, bicycle, houseware,
golf • clubs and cart and
miscellaneous items,





.Murray Ice Co. 408 S 
41. PUBLIC SALES
CARPORT SALE, Sat. Oct.
7. Fall and winter clothes,
coats, records and albumns,
house wear, plants, fur
niture, many $1 and .50
items. 1702 Magnolia. 
FLEA MARKET and yard
sale extended at Mac & Mac,
,Arora, Ky. Many items left'
MOBILE HOME LOTS for and more added daily.




SPACIOUS so ACRE corner
---lorlur-traiter-betvreentrvirr 94
east and '280 near East
glementry School Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call
753-7405 after 5 pm.
GARAGE SALE Fri. and
Sat Oct. 6 and 7, at 1519
Canterbury Dr. Children
toys, bags of clothing, infant_
through size 4. Wicker and
bamboo, books, tamps,
furniture and' -fashionable
jewelry. Lots more. All items.
in very good condition.
3 PARTY YARD Sale, Fri.
and Sat., 95 on 121 2 miles
, west of Coldwater across
, from Higgins Gra. Tables.
chairs, lamps, clothes, lots of
dishes, antiques, _ picture
frames, curtains.
'GOING OUT OF BUSINESS'
Sale -ist,t 1brittens General
Store a New Providence
--Everything- most-ge, - good
bargains in thread, zippers,
other sewing notions as. well
as groceries, oil and gas
Store open 8 am - 5 pm,
" -THREE PARTY YARD-
SALE Baby furniture and
clothes, photo enlarger, Avon
bottles, blue Mason jars, old
milk bottles, old radios. 16"..
bar Polan chain saw,
reloader for 12 guage and 20
guage, skeet thrower. Fri.
and Sat. 8 am till 5 pm, 12-1
north past Stella turn left on
Butterworth Rd. go 2 mile
house on left.
E P A ciEnTiF tE0
trEttfi'S TERMITE & PEST WeTROL
100 South 13th iiseet





NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed
Mondav-FridaV 7:30-Nor
PR1C1 NAIR CUT $1.50
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
P9101 Man $1.25
for Ilespi•el & Nouse Calls Hoene 753-4013
DELIGHTFUL VACATION CABIN
In Anderson Shores. Sparkling clean -move right in.
2 bedrooms, some furnishings. Lovely screened por-















SALAD CENTER CUT HAM POTATO
CORNBREAD& WHITE BEANS
THE BOSTON TEA PART'i
US 641 North-
Murray , Ky.
Si 5,4 Ill 10 lit 4110,41141 IHRI 1111 11.0041
6 SM III MI11%11411 f DMA 1 4.5()%4 If 1511145
7 454 TI) 10 tr» OR %I %OAS










water, . both for only
$3,000.
Weekends & Evenings Call
Joe Kennon 436 56/6
Bud Noll 753 4.162
Porn ilSortfy 153 6614
Don Tucker 753 1930
BET YOU thought you'dYARD SALE, Saturday, Oct. never never find it .2
7, 10 miles 94 east, 110 mile on bedroom home in excellent
1346 west. Dishes, antiques, location. Priced in the low
furniture, childrens clothing, teens...Just waiting for you
watch for signs.  to move in. Call LORETTA
. . JOBS REAL-TOT:It T531492:
YARD AND BASEMENT
sale at 3rd and Chestnut,
Friday & Saturday. 8 to 5. A
mixture of something for
everyone. Plenty of fine
crochet- items, clothes,
dishes, etc. • Y'all•come and
visit please.
YARD SALE Fri. and Sat.
Cothes, toys. plants, etc.. ,
Turn at Bucy Gro. Almo
Heights on hwy 46.4, 4th house
on left, watch for signs
YARD SALE, Sat. Oct. 7,
from 9-5 at 1621 Sunset Dr.
Everything from clothing
and household items to
motorcycles and canoes.
LA LT UPS
South 12th of Sycarhorif
TELEPHONE 7511651
43. REAL ESTATE
BY OWNER, 3 BR brick, 2
full baths, heat and air,
refrigerator, stove,' dish-




IT'S IN TO BE OUT...
Approx. 2& acres of ex-
cellent tendable land
rox.lt-li acres




lots in Kingswood. Westwood
and Grove Heights. Some of
these lots are gently sloping,,
for your special design,
others level and' most are
wooded. Build and save plus
save on city taxes. Priced









HIDEAWAY ...Tucked into a,
,Dank making for low energy
bills. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath.. And
as an added bonus, a two bay
clean-up shop. All plus 51/2
acres already sowed in soy
beans. Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
saoksid. Court Sorio
• , away, Kentucky
7534451-
3 BEAUTIFUL ACRE-S in
New Providence. Private
drive to property which
Includes mobile home and
older home which needs
repairs. puy this and _biro _
-Wei show place youhave-




CAN YOU---XEEP a secret?
We can't - We want you to
know about 2 good buys. one
is a 2 bedroom, 1/2 bath,.
doubiewide mobile home
located on approx. , 2
acres...We also have .a ̀ 72'
bedroom mobile home on 11/2
acres with ,ado.tional
A BEAUTIFJ_J_L ,brick, 3 acreage available if
_bedroom. _ 18-0411;_ home_ deSired__th gist school
with carports for .3 cars, DistriCt...Calt LORETTA
central heat and air. Located .JOBS REALTORS, 753 1492. 
close to -Central Shopping
area, setting on 'ECONOMY SPECIAL.
YARD SALE,  Sat Oct I 
professionaly landscapted House and 1 acre on State
.  . -T-U.C-K-EF1-.-1-ineRoactnear -Hetet-
from 7 am to 2 pm Girls 3 REALTOR, 502 Maple 753- starter home and priced atspeed bicycle and glove. In 4342. Only $13,500 Just listed.
case of rain will be held  better not hesitate on this
following Sat., located at one! KOPPERUD REALTY,
Drive-Inn Rd. off Sycamore. 753-1222.
YARD SALE, Sat. 7:30,5 . 30.
Furniture, bunk beds, chest
ciltitorc y-Cle,: -
tools, clothing, plants, toys,
10-speed, many other items.
Lots 11 and 12, Reverie Cts.
YARD SALE: 612 Hurt St.
Children clothes, toys,-
pm, Sat. • ,
YARD SALE, Saturday 9-3,
fishing boat, motor, clothes, •
electric fan, plants, assorted
treasures, 603 Main St
YARD SALE. 502 S. 11th.
Saturday, October 7th, It? 
YARD 4,ALE, Saturday Oct
7, a am 14 pm, on 121 bypass




A BEAUTIFUL home with
2,500 square feet of living
area. Antique walnut doors,
staircases and much muth
more thru out, 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, central heat and air,
central --iiacumn systein.
Located in Hazel ThLs fine










With Thy Friendly Touch"
FISHERMAN'S RET-
REAT CENTER
RIDGE SUB. - This
Cozy Cottage on large
wooded' lot, not far










' 153 0101 753.1541 _
ELEGANT HOME. Brand
new listing in Canterbury
Estates Subdivison. This
home will truly impress the
most particular home
hunter! Three large, large
bedrooms, formal dining
room with wood parquet
floor, outstanding storage
area including walk-in closet
in master bedroom, lovely
den with fireplace and
custom made shelves. This
home truly has all the extras,
and priced substantially
below replacement cost,
Phone us today-we would
love to tell you all about this
beautiful home. KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753-3222.
A BEAUTIFUL WAY TO Be
Practical. Energy Saving 3
bedroom in Gatesborouph.-_____
Heat pump, 12 inches "Tn-
sulaton in .ceiling, ther
mopane windows, beautiful
custom designed kitchen
with breakfast island, formal
dining room Home is
beautifully decorated
throughout take a journey
to happy dream home living
and let us show this char,














Weekends J. Sminsongs t
i.e Imam, 414 5616
&ONO /53 4868
Pow Merit, 753 1474
Oen fucker 743 119:10.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAir
*If ADINC BRANDS Of COSMI TICS





With The Fnencity Touch"
I'LL EAT MY HAT. .'.
If you can shOw me a
better lake' front buy!







Real E'state, 105 N_
12th.
and low in price! That best
describes this new listing
located 10 miles - from
Murray near Kentucky Lake.
This home was designed with
the future in mind with an
unusual and efficient floor
plan, Contact us-today and.be,
. the first to view this at-
tractive home. Priced in the






1166tki and ready up te 11 I 74 Also ben, style ofbres, cottages
mobIle home fitl ors 606 patios or U BUILD, pre zut completely rowdy
to assernblikop 10 74 r 60 Buy the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
 ,AsemelWIIMMINS.
I:isten to Bible Farts weekly broadcast each Sunday
:30 to 10:30 a.m. on WSW, 1130 onlrour
Setie'n 7-13 states, 71te doers of tlso lea Haab, lustified.
If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you, telling the good 'leers of His kingdom. The har-
vest Is great hut the laborers are few. Saturday ser-
ekes 3 to 4 p.m: Bible ditties 7 to 8"and 8 to; 9
evenings, Special gtudy or Bible answers anytime!
We are a group of people who love the 143rd and are
teaching and stUdying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 758-41800
Za4:1  An. 'q 
soar- _ •
46. HOMES FOR SALE
2 BR BRICK. HOUSE wilt 5
acres, basement, 11,2
baths, all electric heat and
air, also wood. burning
fireplace. Located on hwy 94
E. egproximently 12 miles.
Call 753-3761 after 4 prft
$32,500. •
FOUR VOM house for sale,
carport, front porch, lot 50. X
75' for $6000 or for rent $65
per month in Hardin Call
759 4084 or 753-6791
REDLICSDi MUST Sett,
white frame, 2 bedroom
home. HOuse has basement,
electric stove, refrigerator
and dishwasher. Priced in
teens. Call 753,9924 after 3:30
47. MOTORCYCLES
pm.
1977 HONDA Express, ex-
cellent price_ Call 75-7851. 
53. SERVICESOFPERED 53:1ERVICE5 OFFERED
BiFFOR,E - WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel Free estInlates. Call
Clifford .Giarrison, 753 5429
_after 4 pm. •
'BYARS BROTHERS & Son
Genera‘ home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and rooting. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
Y-A-MATIA e0:Yr- flieTrVp•





• landscapfhg, tree extimateS
Call 436 5570 .  
_
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
+Sears, 
' 
save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears 751231g-4a free
esTEmatet: " 
 LiCE-NsEb ELECT IC I AN,•
BUSH HOGGING, North prompt' efficient serviCe'
cauoway a„d south mbr shall call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
Co nt Hurr bef re the 
_ ,
y. y
rainy season starts. 753-2418. 
BUSHHOG, ORWEWAY
graded, fall landscaping and
seeding, Call 753-4951. 
-CHtNINEY CLEANINGibtrit
_Screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,






CAR BATTERIES, 36 month estimates. Call 7594085 or
guarantee, 85 amp, S24.99. 753-$1116-
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
CAN'T ,,GET those small jobs
• haorQurnficti4bel'e .done? SeCallrrpme
49. USE0 CARS
pentry,
Caprice Classic, 17,000 milesT-84u
1977 CHEVROLET, 4-door tt.painting,num
'small concrete jobs, call 436
Siding, patios,
$4550. Call 7512720. 
2562 after 5 pm. 1/11 
_1975 CADILLAC, 4-door,
CUSTOM COMBINING, and34,000 miles, 83800, Call 753-
2720.  corn and soybean shelling.
Call 474-2384.
1970 CAMARO, red-black'
vinyl top, rocket wheels, like
new tires, 307 engine, $1375
firm. Call 1-474-2326 after 5
pm.
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
engine which is in excellent
Vondition. Automatic with
power steering, has wide
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
7.33-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
liresa-nd wheels, $800. Phone,
,EXPERI'ENCED IN-- 3544217.. 
TERIOR and .exterior
painters. Call 759-1228. 1977 DATSUN B-210, air, AM-
FM stereo, custom wheels,
good condition. Must sell.





77,000 miles, engine and body
good, $1000. Call 767-6102. 
1971 FORD LTD, $400. Call
759 4859 after 4 pm 
1971 MUSTANG with air.
Runs good and clean, can See
at University 'Gulf. Call after
6 pm, 753-9828.
.1973 MAVERICK, automatic
with air, $1095. Call 489-2595.
1974 MONTE CARLO,
/3riv tires, 56,000
miles, $7800. Call 753-8451.
1972 PLYMOUTH Valiant, 2-
door, air, good condition.
Call 753-0737 after 5 pm. 
1969 PLYMOUTH
_ Barracuda, • 6 cly.,
automatic, bucket "seats. caw -




Power. and air, $895. 1967
Pontiac, 6 cylinder,'
automatic, runs but needs
work, S63. 0511 A89 259.1.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310 for
free estimates- for your
needs. 
-
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control service, call 733-
3914. 'Kelly's Termite & Pest
Control.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
NEED SOMEONt to clean
house? Call .2533802.. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at-Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149  after 6 pm 
PAINTING, PAPER
hanging, home remodeling,
repairs. Call /53-4951,, 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
WATER -WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m.




100-200 ACRE row crop farm
within 20 miles' of Murray.
Good productive soil, house
or building site. No realtors
please. 753-5610.
SOMEONE TO citsc "and
seed 11 acres in Lynn Grove
Call 753-0224 after 5:30 pm.
-TIMBER WANTED.' We pay
top prices on standing
timber. Tie logs or






Frocia (Miller) Farris, born,
Calloway Co., Ky. 4-12.1873;
married, Allen Farris 1890;
died, 1924? Children believed
to be Marvin, Dollie Sharp,
GUTTERING BY SEARS, Thomas, Kelly, Covets,
Sears continuous guttecs Birdie. Preparing Miller
installed per your history. Contact Jane A.
specifications. Call , Sears Wirer,. 2/1, fault grd,_
733,2390 for tree estimates.  Memphis, in., 31112. 
,GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds.
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1-382-2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts




screen, regular-. doors and
windows, floors and roofs.
Also small plumbing and -
electrical work. Calt753-2501
after 5 pm.
WANTED:, ̀ SOMEONE to ,
clear driveways of snow
through winter months. Call
Murray Manor Apts. 753-
8668.
I Weined and ready




1978 PONTIAC Phoenix, 2-
door, sedan, low mileage, -
AM FM, power and air_ Call
435-4.424.
1978 RED FORMULA Fire
Bird, loaded with extras, 4000
miles, Call 753-4984. 
1978 VW SCIROCCO, silver,
air, casette with AM-FM, 4
months left on warranty,
excellent condition Call 767-
4474.
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1973 CHEVROLET pickup,
automatic, power and air,
51975 Also a 1970 Ford
pickup, V-I, straight shift
with topper, $895 Call 489-
2595.
1974 CHEVROLET •pickup,
automatic with air, -12050. •
1164 Chevrolet pickup, good
mechanically, $295., Call 489
2395-
BARKLEY IJIKE
Two level, 5 bedrdtm brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two 'car detaaited
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest, Price
;110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
  1,11011E_
502-6854961
1967 CHEVROLET 1 ton flat
bed, dual wheels, 350 engine,
4 speed. Call 753-8500 after 7
pm.
1972 FORD RANGER, XLT,
power steering, brakes, air,
automatic transmission, tool
box, black with black in
tenor. Phone 753-0394. •
1969 FORD-2 ton, F-600, Call
15.162-L5ar,753-11324__
Si. CAMPERS
SPECIAL Free air con-
ditoners with purchase of
-new 1978 Prowler Travel
Trailer Arrowhead Camper
Sale -Hwy. 80 E Mayfielrf,,
Ky. 1  502 247-8117.. • 
1974 V.W. CAMPER Van.
Good condition, new tires
and battery. 51600.4.401 153-
2590 after 4 pm.
WHITS CAMPER SALES.
Your local Star Craft dealer
Complete line of parts and
accessories Non toxic
camper anti. freeze, $3.99 per
gallon. Located 4 miles from




42 acre form with 3 INE brick
home located Seatb of
Murray or blacktop. This fens,
loos good tendabki lend, out
buildings. Nouse has her
dwood floors, control gals
howl, foil binomial Good
location. reasonably pricosi.
Nicol Newly remodished 2
'bedroom house on tansy lot
central get twat, central
tor,e48 insulated,
shies, witterm windows ond
4prs. Priced to sell
75) )553 136,
WHY PAY.RENT? Vilhen you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood - wifh lovely land-
scaped yard Backyard is
fenced and home is neatas a
pin, throughou.t, All the work
is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. This is another choice
new listing and is priced In




44. LOTS FOR a.ALE
SEVEN COMMERIC*L.10tS,
located at the entrance-et-
Pine Shift Shqres..alliOlning,
buy one or all ,Starting at
$1,50(1. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR,' 502 Maple, 153-
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRES of goo* lent/. 28,
tentfable acres, some timber,
tobacio base, 2700 ft hwy
frontage, old , house,_. Jog 52. SEATS B MOTERJ
smoke house, many nice 
. 
1
building spots. 1 mile front' 1968 125 HP, Mir-Cury motor.
ky. Lek*, Nevi Concord area Excellent condlton, low
-cam-
McCuiston 753 5124 after 5prn
•
REWARD!!!
Reward of $1,000 is hereby offered to any
person locating and, returning the three
diamond rings ( wedding band with
diamonds, emerald cut with baguettes, -
and star sapphire with diamonds) which
were lost or misplaced in the vicinity of
the Holiday Inn on Sunday, September 17.
1978. There will be no questions asked
upon the return of these, rings and the
reward will be paid promptly. Please call












bedroom., large LB and
large kitchen, beautiful
dietting, with large trees.
Acre lot. 417,500.
MOBILE HOME
2 BR, central heat, par-
tially furnished, carpet
On nice wooded lot. MIS'
Guy Spann 753-2587 I kuise Baker 753-2409.
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_ Depends on your point ot view.
Families see home ownership in terms of improved- living cow
ditions—separate bedrooms for ‘he kids, more _slorage skace,' better 
0a-U-Taffordable payments. •
Accountants see home ownership in terms of improved financial conl_
ditions—equity build-up, increasing value, ,tax deductions, loan
epayment in cheaper monev
They're both right. All you need is a property that pulls all these
elements together. To find it, get professional help—from a REALTOR-.
REA1.TORS- belong to the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS-,
- an organization for real estate professionals. They're trained to give you
expert advice and assistance in today's rapidly changing real estate
market.
, Whether you want a good place to put your family or your money, a
REALTOR- will help you select a home to fill the bill.
,Extra nice 2 BR, 2 bath mobile home w/24'x24'
built on den w/wood burning fireplace equipped
w/heatolator, located in secluded .subdivision -
'clOse to the lake. $24,000._
DONALD R. TUCKER, REALTOR
753-4342
— -




Don Tucker 75 3-1 9 30
New 3 BR Brick & frame on Clayshire. Has car  
pet, built-in "fange, kitchen - family room com-
bination and garage. Nicely decorated. $35,000. '
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587 T. C. Collie 753-5122
DOLLAR DIZZY?
peen Waiting for a Bargain? You need not watt
any longer! By. .3 bedrm., large kitchen-den
w/fireplace, formal dining area, central heat
air, 2 car garage Wooded lot in Panorama. Call













Tired Of Looking At
The Same Old Stuff?
Then take a look at a delightful change. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath home offers a different design
that helps you enjoy the surrounding country at-
mosphere. ICS- located -near- a-watershed- lake
and only minutes from town. Offered below
850,000. Call us for an appointment to see this
unusual home.





Located on quiet street and featuring three
bedrooms, one and a half baths, living room,
dining room, kitchen, den, utility room and work
room. Add central gas heat and central elettric
air, carpet, drapes and nice yard and all your
dreams come true. Call for your appointment





Marge Armbruster 7 53-51 28
Ray Roberts 436-5650
Expensive? NO. Quality? YES. -Located on a cut-
e among m,any mature assorted trees this
home features 4 bedrooms, 21-2 baths, large com-
fortable den with fireplace, living room,
separate-dining- room and a kitchen to delight
even the most meticulous homemaker. Morein-
formation available by calling today!
I M Med South•ide ( owl 1quare
(ltwn 0.1th M4rn(1.41,-Caturda%
Ph()Ile -1 (-44
Pat Mobley Gene%a Giles Susy Wells
733-8938 753-6557 753-1585
Member Multi-listing Service and Murray-Calloway
Coun1y Board ol Realtors
4 BR on College Farm Rd. Brick veneer, good




Is the only word to describe this charming 3
bedroom, 1 bath house, setting on a quiet' acre
lot on a cul-de-sac. Nothing' needs doing just
move in - Priced very reasonable.. Owner
moving to Florida. To see this call Glencla Smith
at 753-1492 or 753-1499.
Sid Ise; Ptiege Amin MGM TI3•1049
Wein 733-rnt Needs, Smite 733-1499
hnly Jeitottat 4.17-4444 Rehm Seem 733-8379
-
AUTUMN BRIGHT
Love a 2-story? Then you'll want to see this
bright & cheery home just listed last week.
Private wooden fence surrounds backyard with •
concrete and brick patio and gas grill for those
afternoon cookouts. Phone today for all the
details on this quality home in quiet residential
, neighborhood. -
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
Sill Rayburn 759-4900 Marry Patterson 492-8302
Geri Anderson 753-7912 George Gallagher 153-8129
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
We might have sold your property today if we






Home Phone - Claude L. Miller, Broker-753-3059
Home Phone - Gerald Carter, Salesman-753-8298
Phil Main - Murray. Ky.
51 -2 acres more or les.s inside city limits On S. 4th _
St. Because of the zoning, this property( en be
used for most any type of business or multi-
family units. For more details call or come by
:11$44,trtirAtioVitit.11/elar
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot -7534843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 SamIj
_
Rev. Slinker, Dies  Dead  At Age QJ 66tr_ notb_Kernp plan for .11
At Local Hospital
---- eta' a.a.a• sg0
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Roth-Kemp Tax Cut Plan Facing Critical Vote In U.S:Senate
Retired Minister, Mrs.. Rich erson Is By JIM LUTHER 4overnment to cutting taxesDel., said his plan, in contrast
Aosectated Press Writer
The funeral for Mrs. John
W. Fticherson will be held here
• The Rev_ R. A. Stinker, 
Saturday with the time and
retired Baptist minister, died 
place to be announced later.
Bunal
this :morning atiout seven , 
will be in the South
Pleasant
o'clock at the Murray-
Grove Cemetery
with the Miller. Funeral Home
Callowas, County Hospital: He
Il_eas.ia of Hazel in charge of the _
The deceased Wies-a-Tatired ig 
rallgemettls.' „
generairet or of missions in  
— Mrs. Richersoti, 'age 66, died"
Kentucky having rved 
edW nesday in Lake Station,
se wan--
the Baptist State Boasel of 
Ind. She was the former Lela
Missions for a period of 32 member of the First Christian
Rev, R. A. Stinker
years. After his retirement he
and his family moved to
Murray and now reside on the
Lynn Grove Road.
Rev. Slinker is a member of
The First Baptist Church,'
Murray. Born Oct: 6, 1899, in 
GreenCounty, he was the son
of the late-- Gilbert- Brown
Stinker and Leiha D2 vis
Stinker. He received his
education at Campbellsville
Baptist College, Western State
College, and Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary. •.
Survivors include his wife,




Murray Route Seven, Mrs.
Victor (Lucille) Mitchell.
Paducah. and Mrs, A. G.
(Elsies-5aYne, Louisville; one
son, Larry Slinker, Little
Rock, Ark.; two sisters. Mrs.
Ezra Kirtley and Mrs. Olus
Warf. Campbellsville; three
brothers, U. •B., Bradley, ,and
Rollin Stinker, all of Green-
sburg; four grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial
arrangements which are now
incomplete.
Martha Humphreys and was a -
iot only in 1979, as the Financeto the version approvect,by,the
Lismtnittee bill would do. butWASHINGTON AP) - The Senate Finance Comikitfee'
otters real tat cuts for ivlait4 'al*-198° alai 1981 as
welL --
percent tax cut over the next
three years is facing a critical
vote in the Senate, where
opponents are branding the
Republican proposal an in-
flationary time bomb.
-American consumers
would pay for the Roth-Kemp
ta$ .cirtar_ttighter Priam'
Satiate Majority Leader
Robert, C. Byrd cautioned in
advance of today's vote.
But Sen. William V. Roth, R-
Aleview
calls the forgotten middle The amendment - would
class, reduce individual income
"Unless Roth-Kemp tax taxes an average of 8 percent
rate reductions are adopted, 
in 1979, 10 percent in 19110 and
most Americans will face a is percent in 1981. Individual
tax increase next year. and business r_eductions would
because of inflation irid- total $100 billion to $120 billion
amber social security tax.over the three years. The
- Jtoth said. .Finance Gainrnittee version
The Roth-Kemp amend_ would reduce taxes by - $224
rnent, , backed by " the billion, or about 8 percent, in
Republican National Coin- 1979'
mittee, - would commil ' the The "hgressikalal . joint..
An Enjoyable Production
and vengeance of a woman
Tattles R i chers on- -- Medea Welled last ataat - naiiied "Medea, played by
ington, D. C.; -two-a at- the Uni-versitY Theater 
It Sue Hill, after Jason_a_Johnny
_sisters,Mrs_ __Anna_ Laura plays again tonight and Cannon) leaves her- for the
Shipley and Mrs. Era Price, tomorrow night, beginning at Ring's daughter. having
Rrnsselaer, Ind. 8:00 p.m. It is a tradition in the borne two children by Jason,
' Rites were held Thursday at training of young actors that having been brought by him
six p.m. at the chapel of the they be exposed 
to "the - from a far-.a_way place to live
Brady Funeral Home, Lake classics," and when you ac- " an Greece where she is corp
Station, with the Rev. Ar-il tually see one performed, you sidered a barbarian, the in-
Brady officiating, before the recall how that got to be a justices against her cause
body was returned to Hazel tradition. Performing Greek Medea to -rage over the vie-
today by the Miller Funeral
Home.
Church at Lake Station.
Survivors include her
husband. John W Richerson- - _ _ _ _
Lake Station,- Ind.; ode'.
daughter, Mrs, Donald
(Martha Sue-) lanoblicka
Lowell. Ind.; two sons, Max ‘.
Rieherson, Portage, Ind., and
W. M. Rose Dies
Thursday; Funeral
Here On Tuesday
William .Masort Rose. far-
ther resident of Calloway
County, died Thursday
morning in Portland, Oregon,
where 'heresided. He was 68
years of age.
The deceased had retired
from the Refinery Transport
Company in Alma, Mich., and
was a member of the First
Baptist Church in that city. He
was a Navy veteran of World
War II. Born Feb. 23, 1910, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Richard Rose
and Savannah Hart Rose.
Mr. Rose is survived by two
sons, , Billy Rose, Denver,
Colo., and Dewayne Rose,
Portland, Oregon; one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth McArthur,
Detroit, Mich.; two brothers,
Ruben Rose, Murray, and
Thomas Rose, Detroit, Mich:
The body will be returned to
the Blalock-Colemam Funeral
Home, Murray. where funeral
services will ba held Tuesday
at one p.m. with the Revr
Lawson Williamson of-
ficiating, Burial. will follow in
the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
• Friends may call at the




Mrs Mavis C Mardis died
this morning at the Oakwood
Hospital; Dearborn, Mich. She
was 79 years of age and the
idle of Herbed. aadalataawito
-died in 1929. •
- The deceased is 'survived by
twonatis. William and Herbert
Ma rdi.s of Dearborn. Mich




Carlton M. Outland died of
apparent natural causes while
asleep at his home at 1809
College Farm Road, Murray,
on Thursday at 5:15 p.m. He
was 62 years of age.
The Murray man was self
employed as a carpenter, and
was a member of the First
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 7,
1915, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late John
David Outland and Mary
-Retta-Narmey Outland. - -
Mr. Outland is survived by'
his _wife. Mrs. Opal Johnson
Outland, 1809 College Farm
Road, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. E. L. iSiddier Cohoon
and Mrs: Grogan fJoi
Roberts, Murray; two
brothers,. J. D. Outland,
Murfay Route Two, and
Neville Outland, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2:30-p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
br. Bill Whittaker officiating.
The place of burial haS not
been announced.
Honorary pallbearers will
be members of the Crusaders
Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
_the form of donations to one's
favorite charity or to the
Crusaders Class fund.
Friends may call at the





Mrs. Hattie C. Penick of
Martin, Tenn., died Thursday
at 3:05 p.m. at the Volunteer
General Hospital, Martin. She
was 87 years of age.
The deceased is survived by
her husband, Nolan C. Penick;
two sons, the Rev. Leon
Penick, Murray, and Floyd
Neal Penick, Atlanta, Ga.;
five grandchildren including'
Mrs. Larry Joyi Young of
Stella, Kevin Penick of
Murray, and the Rev. Talit7
man Penick of Kenton, Tenn.,
formerly of New Concord; five
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at 14=4)a:ft...at
the Pleasarffs. Hill Baptist
Church near Martin, Tenn.,
with her son, Rev. Leon
Penick, her grandalaa Rev.
Thurman Penick \ and the-
Rev. Wayne Perkins of-
ficiating.
Burial will follow in the
Cates Cemetery near Martin,
Tenn., with the arrangements
by the Murphy Funeral Home
of Martin where friends may




plan would cut takeS for in-
divtduals- -and- corporations-a
total of $31.4 billion-, in
calendar 1979. ,
Rep. Jack Kennel, R-N.Y.,
though, has argued. that- the
loss of revenue under his bill
would be offsef by other tax





leaders don't deny that -ad-
ditional tax cuts likely will be
needed in 1980 and 1981. But
they say it would be wiser to
delay approving. -such long-
term cuts until the progress of
the economy is gauged.
The play directed by Robert moving to her right to preadt __Roth and- his eo-sponsor,
By Philip Deaver
--Johnson, concerns--the rage
Marr ay State University
tragedy for , a modern
American audience is risky,
difficult business.
"Medea" was written by the
Greek dramatist Euripedes.
Hang on for this one: it was
first performed in 431 B.C.
The adaptation of the current
play is by the, poet Robinson
Jeffers. It is fascinating to see
how a play like this, so full of
the universal wisdom, has
weathered all this time.
I know Friday night
television is a compelling
intellectual experience. But if
you will consider catching this
play.this evening, I'll tell you
something that will be of in-'
terest to you.
timization of minorities and of
women. Enter the relevant
"'themes.
And here is what will in-
terest you. Unless I miss my
guess, the UniverSily Theater
hasn't- recrwitly received from
a student a more ripping, vital
performance than it received
last pight from Sue Hill in the
title role. It is a difficult high-
pitched part, full of almost
psychotic anger, an easy role
to over simplify by failing to
play the subtleties and just
blowing off like a volcano all
evening.
Instead, using a deep
snapping crisp dictlarr, the
actress commands the stage,
Woman injured tn-Wreck
A Route 2, Murray woman"
sustained minor injuriei.rn a
truck-car collision - at the in-
tersection of East Penny Road
and U.S. 641 one half mile
north of Murray Thursday
afternoon, a Kentucky State
Police spokesman said today.
The KSP spokesman said
the woman, Margaret Britton,
49, sustained a cut above the
eye when the side of an auto
she was driving struck the
front of a tractor-trailer about
to cross the highway froni
'East Penney Read, which
leads to Fisher Price Plant.
. Driver of the truck 42
identified as Stephen R.
Surdivant, Route 2, Puryear,
Tenn. The KSP spokesman
said the Britton was traveling
Postoffice Closed
Here On Monday
The Murray Postoffice will
le closed all day Monday,' Oct.
9, in observance of the
hatiOnal holiday, Columbus
Day, according to Fred
Jackson, officer in charge at
the Murray Postoffice.
Jackson said the regular
holiday dispatch of mail will
.be observed with the last mail
to leave Murray at four p.m.
Persons should have mail in
the postoffice no later than
3:45 p.m. Monday tornake this
dispatch.
The lobby_wilLhe open for
persons to disposit mail and
for the postoff ice box patrons.
No rural or city mail delivery





north On U.S. 641. Surdivant •




On Wednesday, two elderly
Route 1, Alma, men sustained
slight injuries when the car
they were driving struck a
train four miles north of
Murray at a railroad crossing.
State police identified the
two as 011ie Brown, 75, who
was driving, and Hebert
Boggess, 90, a passenger.
State police said the driver
apparently failed to see a train
at the crossing and the train.
statick the rear portion of the
car, causing minor cuts and
bruises-to both rnen.
with a mad dog.
Many of the recurring
problems were still there. The
chorus sometimes seemed to
be acting in a different play,
their nfovements ranging far
beyond catharsis into the area
of dance. In several places
these odd hand and arm
movements afflicted Medea,
too, but generally the cold
realism of the Medea role
clashed with the over-
expressive, stylized
movements of others in ,the,
play. And while the costumes
or the women were univer-
sally appropriate, the
costumes for Jason and the
soldiers were bad. Also, the
set wasn't quite what we were
getting used to.
Generally it is this one
energetic pivotal performance
which makes the play go. In
support, Russell Jones, Aegus,
is very convincing, and
Randal _ Johnson. as .the ..old....
tutor reminds you of an
'apostle.. Elaine Bass, as the
nurse, is first on stage and has
the difficult' task of setting the
story with a grim, Greek
tragedy-type monologue that
makes you briefly wish you'd
atayed home and watched the
National League playoffs.
Jason's children are a couple _
of handsome boys named-
Ricky Jobs and Dustin Hertz
- I couldn't help wondering
what Dustin was thinking
during all this grieving and
wailing.
Last night the play was
performed before a small
-audience - the ticket girl
said, guess Greek tragedy
Isn't Murray State's thing."
It's not my thing either, but




President Carter's veto of a
$10.2 billion energy and water-
development bill has been
criticized by Kentucky Sens
Wendell Ford and Walter
"Dee" Huddlasion, who say
they would lia-vs voted to
ov.erride the veto had it
reached the Senate.
The public works measure
contained several flood
control projects, including the
proposed Yatesville Reservoir
in eastern Kentucky, that
drew objections from the
president.
Huddleston called Carter's
decision against the measure
"wrong both on the, _merits of
the prajects and in economic
terms."
In separate statements
issued Thursday, bath Ken-, _
tucky Democrats expressed
disappointment in the House
vote la sustain Carter's ..veto.
A vote Thuraday to override
the veto fell 53 votes short of
the necessary two-thirds
majority.
"I, .feireonfident that we
could have overriden the veto
In theSenate if the House had
done likewise," Huildleston
said. '
Ford said, "It is unfortunate
that this bill has bee-rfaibeTed
as inflationary . and an
example of wasteful 'lover-
nrnent . spending. More ,
reasonable, criteria. would:
hate concluded that the lives,
property and protection- at-
- f orded these penple.ander the.
flood control provisions of the
bill are equally important. and
that "a higher priority shoeld
have been assigned te.these -
factors.'"'burr hi t...hlinexaL__irsrmeswer. --vreseest-tirhe-Pin7-414effttntrer-mnierYmjjrejfo,i commented.tiptoe of Murray-. but funeral 41 yalim • t4,2.4 , workers will be Ma. and Mrs. • Despite the president's~ateand,burial arrangements are os145as4seis....1u,604-csaiew4tas . Ronnie Wakes and Mrs, Dos statement that the bill was
. 
%us's' Ns . • nest41 011 
Morton
• • SIMI 33.011.10 inflatianary, I would point out
incOniplete. ,
Carlos Bailey will preach
his first sermon on Sunday,
Oct. 8, at eleven a.m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist, will sing "Nothing
Is Impossible" and
"Whatever It Takes"--at the
morning hour. Gerald Cooper,
deacon of the week, will assist
. Hog Market in the,ervices.
Fedefliil-State Market News Serme Oct
swm...1.11711 
O rio'"'ThiMffifil- " Slat ions
Pirely4riet a Hog Market
Receipt": Ati, _ Kg Harrows &
Gilts .50-.7S WIlifte4eur• steady 1 00
11.4frs % •
135 14 1114-1011ba 02401410110
...
US 2 200-2401hr . 01 3400
US 2420-250 thit 150.041J*
LI 24 261.14110 lbs $0 10490
- The pastor, the Rev Lawson
'Williamson, will speak at the
seven p.m_ worship services.
Special music will be by the
• Youth Choir who will meet for
practietvat frs3epirerflinwfay.
Sunday Schoolawill be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
it is $879 million below the
administration' S budget
request.
"The tired old familiar
charge of pork barrel has been
made against this legislation,
but it has been my observation
that a pork barrel project is
-one in somebody else's district
or state or one which does not
benefit you or your con-
stituency.
"There are many wor-
thwhile projects in Kentucky
contained in this bill and even
the one which the White House
objects to the most has a
favorable benefit-cost ratio,-




144411Y  herself -to-her -Kemp i -htFve--sald fit
chorus (Rhonda Hertz,
Barbara Kemper Sarah. _
Caller), then to  her left to
confront Jason, who finds
conversation With Medea — - •
something like trying to waltz 
t e ist rc es
create so miry jobs that it
wouldpay for
But the, Carter ad-
ministration and other op-
ponents of the plan rejected
that. argument, saying large
cuts over a -perind of years
should be matched with
reductions in federal spen-
ding.
'And 1,-slonitsknow-that we
can responsibly cut spending
by $100 billion or more.
Otherwise ... we would be in a
position, of having an enor-'
mous deficits which would be
very inflationary," said Sen.
s_.
vations about a tax cut even aslongterm tax cut would instill'
confidence in the economy and large as the $23 billion
recommended by the Finance
C0171Mittee. s  
)1 know that in conlerener
(with the House) we're going
to have to compromise with
the secretary of the treasury




Bro. Dalton Vaughn will be
the guest speaker , at the
eleven aim. worship services
on Sunday, Oct. 8, at the
pleasant Valley Church of
Russell B. Long, 1)-La., the Christ, located on Pottertovm
Finance Committee chair- Road. -
man. walla held at
Secretary :Michael Blumen-- regular midister,Sro. Connie
tenBibale.instusdyunday, 
end theHe that Treasury
etr—thal has--expressect *Tit-speak at the six
The Kirksey and Cole's
Cemp Ground . United
Methodist Churches will be
Observing a spacial
recognition at all of their
worship periods ab Sunday,
Oct. 8.
As a means of giving em-
phasis to the role of the laity in
the life of( the church, lay
persons will be providing the
leadership in the conduct of
worship, a church spokesman
said. ' -
At Cole's Camp Ground
Church Charlie- Lassiter will
conduct the regular morning
worship and present 'the
morning message. Lassiter
presently, serves as church
laity leader and chairman of
the Administrative Board of
the Cole's Camp Ground
_congregation.
The Kirksey Church periods
of worship will be under the
directinn_ ef...klerachel Pam
laity leader and delegate to
the Memphis_ Annual Con-
ference ' of The United
Methodist Church.
In. addition to the lay
leadership provided by
several persons from the
congregation in the various
elements of worsnip, the
minfiSage during the 11:00 a.m.
win-ship period will be by Miss
Bobbie Ann Smith, a member
of the -Young Adult Fellowship
Sunday School Class, and
participant in many of the
activities of the congregation.
Lowell Palmer, a long-time
member of the congregation,
and certified lay speaker for
the United Methodist Church,
will bring the message at the
7:00 p.m. vesper period.
In the United Methodist
Church, the administrative
decisions, programs and
activities . of each local
congregation-are the result of
the participation of lay per-
sons, who are organized into
boards and committees, for
appropriately designated
4 Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to .the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average  '  +1.21
Air Products 21144. we
American Motors .6'. +hi -
Ashland Oil W. -Li,
American Telephone 634. + L.
Bonanza 7LiB re•A
Chrysler  11,4 +4,
Ford Motet 43 unc
GAF :  137, .114
General Care  11111 I84A
General Dynamics  13 -4
General Motors _ 63. +',
General Tire . . . 2714 -,0
Goodrich 204
Hardees  14L. .4
Heublein  291. + 4
IBM 279%. +N.
Pennwalt. . 314 -14
yuaker Oats 264 -L.
 1r1 -4-1.7
Wal-Mart  . 27'i +'4
WelldyS 3.3' 4B 3414
1 '
responsibilities. Also, the
boards, agencies, and task




Councils are all composed of
equal numbers of lay persons
and Clergy, insuring that the
experience, intelligence and
commitment of the extensive
body of the laity of The United
'Methodist Church is in-
fluencial. -the world-wide
activities of this major
.protestant denomination., said
the Rev. Fred Frenth, pastor
of Kirksey and Cole's Camp
Ground churches.
"Laity Day, the second
Sunday in October, is a
recognition by -theArburch of
this important role of lay
persons in the life and
ministry of the United
Methodist Church, and is an
opportunity to give a public
staternent of the church about
the impact God has on and
through' our individual lives,
and through our participation
in the corporate life .of The
Company of the Committed,"
Rev, French said.
The friends and ndtghbors of
these congregations are in-
vited to participate in these
very special worship ex-






The Rev. Richard Poe,
Baptist Student Union campus
minister. at Murray State
University, will be the guest
speaker for both the eleven
'a.m. and 6:45 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Oct. 8, at
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
During the, evening ser-
vices, Rev„ Poe will show
slides of summer miSsion
work last summer'- in New
England.
Music will be directed by
-Don Rowlett with Miss Janet
Childress as pianist and Mrs.
Rowlett as organist'. ' ---
Deacons on call for the
month will be Dock Eteggess
'and Oatman Cohoon. Sundt*,
Schott will be at ten a.m. and
Church Training will be at six
p.m.
Nursery workers will be,,
Pauline Buchanan and Janice'
Chaney, morning, and Bata
bara Barnett and June Crider,
evening.
Billy Dale Outland will lead
the prayer service on Wed-
nesday evening.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Calvin C. Wilkins, will be in a
revival with the New Hope
Baptist Church, Nashville,




The backstage personnel for
the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre's dinner
theatre production of James
Thurber's play "A Thurber
Carnival" have been an-
nounced by Mickey Lents,
production chairman.
"We feel that we have an
excellent group 'of people
heading our stippnrt com-
mittees," said Mrs. Lents.
"Without these people . if
smooth dinner and play would
not be possible." .... -
Heading the various -.fun-
ctions are Richard Valentine,
director; - Joe Jackson, music
director; Lewis Bossing, stage
manager, with Janis Lents
and Erin O'Brien, assistant
stage managers; Ned
O'Brien, properties; Leesha
Hazel and John Pasco Jr.,
publicity; Claud Johnsnn,
poster and cover design;
Kathy Pasco, house; Jean
Bennet; food, John Pasco Sr.,
hospitality; Janis Bossing.
box office; Susan Barret,
costumes; Linda Begley and
Patty Phillips, reservations;
Jennie Gordan, photo-
graphy; and Leesha Hazel,
lights.
The dinner theatre will run
October 12, 13, and 14 and all
seats are by reservation only.
The ticket price of $12 per
person includes a hospitality
room, opening at 6 p.m.,
dinner to be served at 7 -p.m.
and the show which will begin
at 8:15 p.m.
Reservations for each night
must be paid for three days in
advance.and may be made by
going by the Meeting Room of
the Public Library on Main
Street or by calling 759-1752
between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m. this
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday and next Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday. "To
be assured of a good seal,
_everyone is urged to make
• their reservations as soon as
possible," commented !Antis
Begley of Reservations.
Magpies To Perform At Cheri
The first in a monthly Series of live -
plays for young people will begin when
"The Thieving Magpies" perform their
tuimesake show *at the Cheri Movie
Theatre this Saturday morning at 10
o'clock.
"The Thieving Magpies" is a small
troupe of actors who perform im-
provisational theatre for the Corn.-
munily Triesitre as part of their ongoing
program of entertainment and
educatipn. "The Magpies" will present
a show theafirseSaturday-aa-every _
month at the Cheri as part of the Young
People's Theatre for Fall.
'The Magpies" started in Murray as
a revival of children's theatre produced
by Richard Valentine while working
professional theatre in
Lexington, Kentucky, All of the
material used is original or based on
wall-known stories. -Meat -la- riOaletipa-
for the show: dialoguaaind 'sometimes
entire stories are created on the Stage.
"The only real planning that goes Into
show is that we set a date and time,
then the cast discusses NM Willi that
we might translate to the Stage," said-
Valentine. As if that weren't spon-
aaneous enough, another, element of
surprise is added to the Show since
young people and -adults from the
audience never know when they might
be up on stage themselves. ,
"It's the most exciting theatre I've
ever done," salt! Linea Begley, wild
was a 'Magpie' In the Theatreal
production of 'Rapunzel!' last spring.
"Tahoe you open yourself up to verbal
a udiencl'ionse to the point that they
are actually directing you on stage, you
can't let down your guard for a second.
The children especially are very
critical of a phony performance, so ties
type of performing calls for terrific
concentration-and making yourself
constantly aware of the audience. It's
-fun. it 1ia..haxd mirk." she sold,
"In Lexington we had to come up wikh
a different live show every two weeks?'
Yalentine said. "and I'm anitious to get
back to Creating a very special kind of
theatre for both the performers and the
' 'participants. Because the audience was
a-lo involved with each show, the crowds
we drew were filled with regulars,
almost to the point of having, a 'cult' of
followers. We'll be hoping to build the
same kind of atmosphere here and,hope
many will turn out to see what it's all
about this Saturday."•
Admission to the show is as unique as •
the performance itself. Tickets are
$1.50 per person, but, adults ac-
companied by a child under 12 get in
free! Education Chairman Bettye,
Baker said, "We offer this, unusual
switch on the tickets because 'We know
thatedulta will like the show very. much
and because we want them to ben the
theatre with the children so athey'll see
what the kids are so excited about."
For more information about "The,..
Thieving Magpfirs" and the per-
formance This Saturday morning, call
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